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Arrovy a n d Nitro C l u b
E veryb od y ca lls th e m “ The S p eed S h ells“ ,
r short.
Steed Lined, a ll th e exp losiv e fo rce k ept b ack
o f the shot. N o sid e expansion. A straight*
aw ay b lo w th a t g e ts the load th ere quick.
Y ou take a s h o rte r lead on the fast birds —
g st m ore o f th em .
T o get the S p e e d Shells be sure to see the
R ed Ball M ark o f R em ington-U M C on
is*.
ev e ry b o x .
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T o k eep you r gun cle a n e d and lubricated
rig h t, use R em O il. the n e w p o w d e r solvent,
rust p reventative, and gun lubricant.

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.

-

29S Broadway,

New York

r-~

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine
.unRuMBaty,,

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING

■ ■

Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

R A N G E LE Y LAKES H O TEL C O ., Rangeley, Maine
G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
K EN N EB A G O , M AINE
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine.
Grant's Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We
shall keep open during the hunting season. WTite us for reservations.
ED GRANT & SON CO.

GOOD SELECTION
W . BURTON SMALL THERE WILL BE A
FOR SHERIFF
FAIR IN PHILLIPS FOR CO. ATTORNEY
Republican Nominee of Franklin

B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S Bald
I
■

|

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmeruntie Lake. Near the best fishing: grounds. First class steamboat connections—-Auto
road to camps—Telephone connections—Two mails daily—Write for free circular.
AMOS ELLLS, Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain.ZL Maine

LAKEWOOD GAMPS,

;$
£j

Middledam, Maine

One ol the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mile river affords the best of
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to

County Who Has Been a
Capable Official.
W. Burton Small, now serving his
fourth year as sheriff of Franklin
county, is a man who has well prov
ed his fitness for the office he now
occupies and to wihich he will with
out doubt be re-elected by a
good
majority a few weeks hence.
Mr. Small is a man of affairs, a

<►
BLAKESLEE LAKE GAMPS
<►
J*
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake,
o Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to'4
o pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
Eustis, Maine
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
•

Mountain V iew H ouse |
M ountain View» Maine
Por further particulars w rite or add ress

|
Maine. |

RANQELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a
high tableland in
NORTH-W ESTERN

MAIN E

with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
water, snvigorating air; with the best of accommodations at moderate prices,
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those
preferring this class of amusement.

The SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn
ished upon application to

F. N. BEAL,

General Passenger Agent,

TY L E R — M ITC H E L L
A pretty wedding was celebrated
in Phillips on Saturday evening, Aug.
29, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Edwin Tyler, when their son, Her
men Ray Tyler and Ada May Mit
chell were united in marriage. Miss
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor of the

Phillips, Maine.

tember 11, and You Will

J. Blaine Morrison, Esq., of Phil
lips, Republican Nominee.

At the June primaries in 1912, J.
Blaine Morrison, esq., of Phillips was
nominated for the responsible office
It has been stated a number of of county attorney. He was elected
times in my hearing that there would by a good vote at the
September
be no fair at Phillips this year; thiat
there .was nothing being done,.
and
everything was going to go. I want
'
î !Í fv 0 » S ;v :i
to say right here that there is going
to be a fair at Phillips this
year
and I hope it will be better than the
one last year.
But just remember
this, the Trustees cannot do it alcne.
You have got to help, each
and every one.
Did you ever stop to think
what
constitutes a good fair?
Is it the
crowd?
Is it the cattle? Is it the
swine or poultry or what is in the
building?
Or is it the horse trot?
Isn’t it an aggregation of all these
that makes a good fair?
If
you
have a colt or cow, or pair of steers,
cr some pigs, or poultry, or if youj
have some farm produce that you are
proud of, bring it to the fair. Just
because it will be a little bother to |
get your stuff ready to carry
don’t
say that you cannot spare the time
J. BLAINE MORRISON.
to do it, but brace up and
bring
whatever you have and help make
? bigger and better fair. Who know’s election of that year and is now on
perhaps your exhibit may be the the last half of the last year of his
best and may win the first
prize, first term.
At the June primaries this year,
anyway bring it and see.
The trustees have been fixing the having shown his ability to perform
track and by the end of the week the duties of the position with cred
it 'will be in good shape to
work it to himself and to the satisfaction
of the people, lie received tbe
en
out on.
The trustees have decided to make dorsement of his party in this coun
tbe
the following repairs: Place a new ty by the unanimous vote of
roof on the grand stand;
place a Republicans,, renominating him for
new wire fence along the track in the same office.
Mr. Morrison has resided in Phil
front of the grand and
judges’
stands; build a new ticket
office; lips the most of his life and is high
repair the stock fences; paint the ly esteemed in his home town, hav
buildings and cut the bushes.
All ing been repeatedly honored with
this will require a lot of men
and election to various municipal offices.
Masonic
money.
But it must be done
to He is also prominent in
make a suitable place to hold the circles and a man who is recognized
fair.
There have so many people |everywhere as a person of integrity
He has a strong sup
spoken to the trustees about having and ability.
a goed old fashioned bee and pic-j port, the strongest where best known.
nic dinner
and fix up the fair, We look for his re-election. If again
grounds that they have decided to chosen county attorney, he will con
hold a “ BEE” on Friday, Sept. 11, j tinue to do good work.
and make a new place of the park.
If it rains on that day, it will , b e ,
held on the Monday following.
All
who can are invited to come
and
m oth b wanted f o r collesres. H igh est prices paid. O u tdoor
help with the work.
Each man is and
FumTTvs;r w ork. G ot com plete book o f instructions an details.
Send 2c stam p. JA M B S filN O lA IIt, KrtoraoWuctat. D ept. 9.
Los Ampele« Cal.
(.Continued on page eight.)

Want to be There.

Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.

L. E. BOW LEY,
Mountain View,
*
*
*

A “Bee” to Be Held Friday, Sep

W. BURTON SMALL.
capable, diligent, judicious business
man.
He served as deputy sheriff
for fifteen years and having mean
time gained the confidence of the
voters of this county, he was elect
ed to the higher position of sheriff.
Two years ago, having demonstrated
liis ability to fill the office of sher
iff to the public welfare, he was re
nominated by the Republicans at the
June primaries without opposition
and again elected in the September
following.
At the primaries
this
year he was again nominated by the
Republicans, there being no other
candidate in that party.
Mr. Small has the confidence of
the voters of all parties and will
be triumphantly re-elected on
the
14th of September.
All know if
they vote for him tliey will he sure
of a good official.

Methodist church, performed the cer
emony, the single ring service being
used.
The wedding was a
very
quiet one, only the immediate rela
tives being present.
*The
young
couple are well known in Phillips and
their many friends wish them much SUBSCRIBE N O W FOR
happiness and prosperity in their
WOODS.
GET ALL
L O C A L NEWSmarried Hie.

MAINE
THE

BUTTERFLIES
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EVERYONE OUGHT
TO BE A MEMBER

Everett Jacobs and S. B. Bloomthal drops on the cabin roofs.
nice lunch, such as Blackwell knows
J. L . H am er of New York cam e in
motored from New York and spent
how to serve was greatly enjoyed,
yesterday with a pair of good ones*
the week with friends in camp.
and they did not mind the gale of
and
%
F. P. Bellamy of New York, who trout weighing 2 % pounds
wind which prevented them from
first came to the Rangeleys 45 years pounds each.
fly fishing, as they looked at the
Mrs. J. Foster Clark of North A t Maine Offers Great Opportunities
ago and has not been here for
15
view of old Saddleback Mountain ris
tleboro,
Mass., can tell a good fish
years,
with
his
wife
in
their
touring
Caught Largest Salmon Ever Re
for Young Men.
ing from the shore of the pond to
fashioned
car surprised their old friend, Capt. story about the big “old
corded Here, and Has Land
the tall fire station on the summit,
the
Barker by arriving here this
week trout” that she reeled up to
and coming home the
magnificent
The latest registration of autoanoboat,
and
Mr.
Clark,
who
with
Amos
and spending Several days.
ed 500 Blaek Bass at
view of Gull and Haley Ponds and
State
biles
at the Department of
Ellis
in
1884
caught
a
10
pound
trout
Dr. A. Stein and Dr. Louis Chagin
15,000 ma
the beautiful New England village of
Belgrade.
indicates
that
about
and
has
not
yet
forgotten
how
the
of New York are here for a few
Rangeley on the lake shore, and as
in Maine.
are
owned
old settler looked, is very sure this chines
days’ outing.
the Coltnei exclaimed, “ Look at our
The
officials
have
registered
about
was as big and and said “ perhaps a
(Special Correspondence)
Mrs. E. A. Blackwell and son Otto
own Mooselookmeguntic Lake,, show
14,000 this summer and expect
to
little
bigger.”
This
is
a
“
fresh
The Barker, Mho selookm egunti c
ing through the gap in the mount B. Blackwell of New York are among proof” that all the big trout
register 1000 more, bringing the *ohave
Lake,. August 29.—This is one of the
ains, there is
where
our cabin this week’s comers,, who plan to re not been caught in Mooselookmegun tal up to 15,000.
That means one
cold rainy days that remind one aut
stands!”
Wednesday was an “ at main until the middle of September. tic Lake.
machine for every 49 persons and
umn is soon to be with us, changing
Poet Lodge Cabin will be taken
borne day” and they all went fish
of |an outlay o f about $18,000„000 in first
Rev. and Mrs. P. E. Wilmont
the bright green of forest and road
and
ing, bringing in seven fish, two over for the next two weeks by Mr.
Wayne, Penn., who came the first of cost.
side to brown and gold. Tlhe birds
3 pounds.
Thursday was .the red Mrs. David Metgzer and brother, the month for their vacation have be
Out in Wisconsin the bankers are
are meeting together, calling to all
letter day of this week for the Col Arthur Metzger of New York.
come such enthusiastic anglers, that beginning to wonder what the effect
their friends that it is time to make
onel and Mrs. Lit gave a lunch party
These are the days when
good dressed in oil skins they are out' on on the money market will be if the
the journey to the land of the sunny
on Prospect Point, with the following byes are daily said after a
hapfcy the lake with the rain coming down automobile craze develops
further,
south.
guests:
Miss Louenstein,
Mrs. summer in camp, and plans made to in torrents, and intend to land a fish That state lias a population of 2,333,The past week over 50 of
the Louchhaenb Mrs. Lit’s sister of Phila return in 1915.
for their Sunday dinner.
860 and the folks own about 50,000
guests of this hotel have returned to delphia and Julian
Hillman
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
W.
Hubbell,|
automobiles,
or one for every 46 in
their city homes, but as many still sister, Miss Emily Hillman of Wash
Whitney Jastram have this
week habitants.
That isn’t a much largremain and there are often 30 boats ington, D. C.
The feast
Included
joined their friends from liome, er number, in proportion to the popanchored out on the day banks and broiled live lobsters from Portland,
Providence, R. I., to
remain until Nation, than is found in Maine, yet
ii a fish chances to swim that way which the Washington
gentleman
after Labor Day.
th bankers out there are
already
he is sure to find a big
bunch of cooked to a turn, while the
guides
Mr. and Mrs. Jame W. Hubbell, discussing the drain on the finan
worms waiting for a tempting lunch. got busy cooking the chicken
and
children and maid of St.
Davids, cial resources o f the state.
TheJacob Goodfriend of New York, corn that came from the Colonel’s
Parcel Post Appreciated—Enjoy Penn., who came in July and have bankers estimate that
about one
with Gard Hinkley guide, keeps up farm near Philadelphia and the fish
CamSp Malona are
very
enthus- quarter of the purchase ¡price
is
his reputation as a fisherman and they caught on the way down to the
Rainy Days as Well as
iastic
over
life
in
camp.
;
paid
in
cash
by
the
purchaser
and
records a 4% pound
salmon this Point. Friday in the morning
they
Snnny Ones.
The Parcel Post brings all kind of that the other
three-quarters is
week.
Col. S. D. Lit of Philadelphia took the auto and went to Rangeley
things to the campers, fruit
from furnished by some bank.
always knows where the fish
hide, for a game of golf and fished in the
their own trees* the latest
books,
(Special Correspondence.)
but only a 3% pound salmon has he afternoon, and this morning they are
If the same conditions hold good in
Bald Mountain Camps, Mooselook- walking boots, sweaters, winter coats Maine,, and there seems to he no
recorded the past week. E. A. Guinz- watching for the clouds to roll by be
new suits, and everyone is eager :
’ .
. _ , ,,
burg of New York with Chas. Record fore the guides answer the question, meguntic Lake, August 29.—The last and
the
.
’
,, ,
reason to doubt that such is
at
for
the
mail
to
come,
as
it
does
days
of
summer
have
come
and
every
guide, a 4% pound salmon. A Coben “ Where to-day boys.”
case,
Maine
automobile
owners
are
Many more
until noon and night.
or New York one 3% pounds
and side trips are planned to Flagstaff, camp is taken and will be
in debt to the tune of $13,500,000 for
Wm. Louchhien of Philadelphia a 3 Gull and Tim Ponds, and again to after Labor Day, and many are plan
automobiles.
If that
same sum
COMMISSION
V I S I T S could be assembled to
ning to remain until the
first of H I G H W A Y
pound salmon.
investigate
Quirnby Pond, where Mrs. Louchhien
A R O O S TO O K C O U N T Y .
October if the warm days that are
We doubt if any party at
the
and then advertise and develop the
no diubt will catch the most
trout,
due this region come.
Rangeleys is having a better
time
natural resources of the State of
for by her skill fishing there,
she
The State Highway Commission.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Arthur and
than Col. S. D. Lit of Philadelphia,
Maine, the population at the next
has won the title, “ Queen Quirnby,’’
daughter, Miss Margaret S. Arthur Lyman H. Nelson, Philip J. Deering census in 1920 would he 1,724,000 in
who since he came a month ago,, has
and crowded will be the days until
of Providence, R. I.., who came two and William M. Ayer, together with! stead of 742,000.
continually added to the happiness of
the party leave for home on Septem
the friends he has entertained. The
weeks ago and have Camp Manhatten Chief Engineer Paul D. Sargent were!
Men who have but scratched the
ber 10.
Col. has two guides, Walter Wight
.
, were this week joined
by their in Houlton Saturday on an inspection
of
Tru
n
k
line
roads
in
the
county,
j
surface
o f Maine’s natural resources
S.
Simonson
of
New
York
arrived
frie(nds
Mr>
^
Mrs_
Warren
H.
Tiand Webb Boulter and has chartered
in a lifetime of investigation declaj-e
at
the motor boat “ Miss Clair.” “Wheral Friday after a two weeks’ stay
tus of the same city who came
in leaving for the northern part of the
that Maine’s natural wealth is still
They are having county Sunday and returning Monday
to-day* Boys?” is the Colonel’s greet Belgrade Lake, where he caught 200 tlieir touring car.
intact, that men has aa yet
taken
black
bass,
the
largest
3%
pounds.
of
the
next
week.
ing every morning to his guides who
good fishing and catching each day
practically
nothing
from
the
total.
Mr.
Simonson
several
years
ago
They went over the route of the
always plan a day of sport and
“ the limit” and all have been tront,
caught
the
largest
salmon
ever
re
Trunk
line
north
of
Houlton
a
n
d
™
«
*
Predict
that
the
first
discovery
pleasure.
More than anything else,
and handsome ones too.
lacked
the Colonel enjoys the span in the corded at this hotel,, which
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Richardson of were very enthusiastic over the g o o d !or exploitation <>f her mineral wealth
e Somerville, Mass., who have been condition of the roads in the county* will turn a tide of immigration into
big touring car, over the
pretty only an ounce of 10 pounds, and
drives to the ponds, where he casts has come hack to catch the mate to coming to these camps for years, ar the beautiful scenery and the grow Maine that will put to shame the
wonderful growth of the
Pacific
the fly or trolls.
This is the pro- it.
rived Thursday and will spend the ing crops.
Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick J. Driscoll coming month in Camp Earl where
While in Houlton they met the se states and Northwest Canada.
grcni of the week just closing.
The Develop Maine Movement is a
Monday with the guides they went and baby May, of Boston, who have they have been at home for so many lectmen of the town and also those
of New Limerick in regard to the banding together of the men
and
the seasons.
to Loon Lake, all voting a
good had a happy month in one of
time on that little sheet of water in cabins and were last week joined by
Camp Portland is taken again by bridges which must be built on the women who believe in Maine and who
that believe that Maine's resources offer
the wilderness.
Tuesday they went Mrs. Driscoll’s sister, Miss Lillian Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Volkien and son Trunk line, the law requiring
all bridges on the Trunk line over the opportunity of the century for
over to Saddleback Camps where a Bateman left for home this morning. of Brooklyn, N. Y.
The fund this organizarThe three Portland young ladies, 12 feet long must he built by the young men.
Miss Margaret and Miss K. M. Coyne towns through which they pass. Ln tion is raising will be used first to
and friend, who had a hap(py
two this case the town of New Limerick find out wrhat there is in Maine and
weeks’ outing at these camps re is getting more Trunk line road than second to tell the rest of the world
any other town in the state with the about it in such an convincing way
turned home yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Eldridge
of exception of those in Cumberland that capital that is now going into
to
Boston call the fishing good when county which will have all of its por- the arid W est will be diverted
“ we catch all the two pounders we tion of the bond Issue expended this the fertile East.
year, and while the expense m a y1 Everyone ought to be a member of
want to eat.”
It costs hut a dolThis is one of those rainy days in seem quite large for one year yet this Movement.
camp which everyone seems to enjoy it is something that must be done, iar to become a member, If you wish
Newr t > join and do not know’ the local
as they pile the dry wood on
the and when completed will give
road solicitor send the fee, together with
cherry open fire, and take the latest Limerick over six miles of
directly
through
the
town,
which
book they bought before leaving the
is your name, address and business to
city from the trunk, where it
has worth something.
W. E. Lawry, Treas., Box 374, Au
The work east of Ludlow station gusta, Me.
been almost forgotten.
Some of
the ladies remember they have fancy w?as all gone over and much satis
work, that Christmas is not
many faction was expressed at the man
FIR E
NEAR C H ESUN months away and the days in camp ner in which the woTk has progres FOREST
COO K L A K E .
have been too crowded with out door sed.
In moving the steam roller
from
pleasures to think of sewing,
and
i thus they are content and happy as Ludlow station to the work east of
Augusta, Aug. 26.
j they listen to the music of the rain there, cn Saturday, the bridge near
Forest Com’r Viles has been noti
the old Titcomb mill w-as not strong
fied of a fire which occurred at Pine
enough to hold it and it went down
through.
After working till 8 o ’ Stream, near Chesuncook lake, Pis
clock it was taken out and moved cataquis county, and bnrned a set
of lumber camps.
Fire wardens pre
toward Houlton.
vented the fire from spreading
to
the
w’oods.
Chief
Warden
Ralph
L.
Extreme Optimism.
Another form of optimism is the bo* Bird of the Chesuncook territory re- !
lief that the seeds you plant are going ports that the fire was of incendiary
to grownup to look exactly like the origin and that he has arrested the
fancy pictures on the envelope.
party and will bring them for trial.
Mr. Viles states that the recent
rains have extended all over the state
so that there is no immediate dang
er from forest fires.

A GOOD WEEK’S
PROGRAM ENJOYED

REEL IN “ OLD
FASHIONED” TROUT

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor-

mation about Camps, Hotels
and recreation
Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

WEBBER’S
A L A S K A JACKET

M M 9M (

Maine Information Bureau
Phillip:

Maine

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

___________ _

TAXIDERMISTS

Absolutely necessary on a hunting trip
|if health is valued. Can be adjusted t o
suit temperature. Dead Grass or Oxford
0 . W. PICK EL,
Grey best colors. Scarlet for deer hunting.
TAXIDERM IST
Sold in sporting goods and clothing stores
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tack Is.
generally. Ask to see it. If nesessary send
Indian
Moccasins,
Baskets and Souvenirs.
us the price. $5, and your chest measure
RANGELEY.
MAIN*
ment and we will send you a jacket, all
____________________
Ed
Grant,
Reaver
Pond
Camps
charges prepaid. Return it at our expense
and get your money back if you wish. Our
New reading matter, interesting.
booklet, “ The Need. The Make, The Price.’
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
“ Monmouth MoceusiiLs”
tells all about it. A postcard will get it. | than we expected and the papular demard was
They are made for
Address
so great for a second edition that we published ’
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
an enlarged and improved edition to be Bold by
Geo. F. Webber,
mail (.postpaid) at the low prioe named.
Known the world over for excel
MANUFACTURER
Twelve cants, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

414-416-418 Gratiot A ve.,
Detroit, Mich.

J. W . B R A C K E T T CO.,
Phillips, Me.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

Main*
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now at its best and will be up to
to reel off.
Mr. Wirz came in one Philadelphia are here for a ten days’
day with a 3% pound salmon and “-lie sojourn.
the last of September.
Nice big
next day with a 4 pounder.
There are several parties
going
speckled beauties are rising readily,
On Saturday afternoon Miss Emily home this week but more coming and
eager to take the fly, many of them
Hawkins entertained at bridge in the if the weather is warm and pleasant
tipping the scales at one and two
busy
small parlor two tables, Mrs. A. S. September promises to be a
pounds and now and then
three
Notes
From
Bangor
&
Aroostook
Guest* Enjoy a Week at Bearer
Hinds, Miss Ethel Hinds, Mrs. James month at this hotel and the fly fish
pounds.
The recent drawing off of
Pond—Entertains Friends
Passenger Department.
Segler, Miss Avis Kingston,
Miss ing good, too.
the extra head of water on big
Katherine Walton, Miss Lila LaMar
Sourdnahunk lake will make most
at Bridge.
and Mrs. A. Herman Wirz.
Re DRY F L Y FISHING
ideal fishing, right in the door yard
LITTLE
IS
George M. Houghton, general pas
of the home camps. And
Little
freshments were served and the hand
KNOWN.
senger traffic manager of the Ban
(Special Correspondence.)
Sourdnahunk lake
as
well
as
some prizes won by Mrs. Segler and
gor & Aroostook R. R., has issued
Mountain View House,
Rangeley Mis« Hinds.
Sourdnahunk
stream
are always
American Experts With
Floating another bulletin concerning some of
Lake, August 30.—This has been a
to be counted on.
Among
the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Cotter
the leading sporting camps in north
Fly
May
Be
Counted
on
Fingers
gay week here at the hotel, which and seven children and two maids of
guests at Camp Phoenix, who are
ern Maine.
They follow;
of One Hand.
has been crowded, until this morn- Lynn, Mass., who have for
enjoying themselves are:
Judge
several
The
Kidney
Pond camps* I.
O. Warren A. Reed and Clarence Reed,
in» when several parties left
for weeks greatly enjoyed life In the big
home.
Although dry fly fishing has been Hunt, proprietor, reached from Nor- Brockton, Mass.; P. E. Womelsdorff,
camp and their friends, Mr, and Mrs.
cross.
These camps are
proving W. F. Holt* John Barnes, J.
E.
Wednesday evening there was a F. X. Johnson and two children and practiced in England for upward of
more
popular
this
year
than
ever
be Fryeberger, Philipsburg, Pa.;
last
Mr.
“Dutch party” at the Little Brown Mrs. Johnson’s mother and maid of 70 years, it is only within the
fore in their history.
The
oldest and Mrs. Glackens,, New York city;
House on the Trail when the big Boston, wiho occupied the second cot three years that it has come into
camper has never known fishing to bi Dr. H. C. Gilchrest, Nyack, N. Y.f
vogue
in
America,
and
only
this
team took 14 of the young people tage regretfully started
homeward
better and large catches are report Mrs. Anna B. Lathirop, Cambridge
over the Carry and they danced and Saturday; also Mr.
and
Mrs. year has it taken on any semblance
ed daily.
Mountain climbing, alway Mass.
of
general
use
among
American
trout
ate waffles and drank coffee until F. S. Driscoll, baby and maid. Every
a feature at these camps, is parti
fishermen.
That
this
method
of
the midnight hour.
Camp Moosehoms,
Haskell &
one misses these children, who were
cularly popular at this time, as now
Brown, proprietors, reached
from
Thursday morning the house boat as happy as the birds and contented luring the red spot is better adapted
trails have been blazed up
Double
Schoodic.
These
camps
are
they to the chalk streams of England goes
took a party of 15 guests down to all day long as like sunshine
Top and Roosevelt Mountains.
A
Boy Island where they cooked their played about the place. Mr. and Mrs. generally without argument, but that party of guests ascended Double Top about all filled and all the guests
it offers a diversion from the wet fly
seem care free and happy.
Some
dinner and had the “ best
picnic Cotter and family gave to the new
on last Friday, and each one was
are enjoying the quiet, and just re
ever and in the evening Mrs. Lewis Catholic church in Rangeley a very is undisputed, even though the catch
high
in
the
praises
of
the
magnifi
may be smaller.
laxing, while others are
exploring
and Mrs Fronefield gave a lobster handsome altar; Mr. and Mrs. John
cent view to be had from the top of
In America experts with the float
each brook and bringing in the fine
party at “ Don’t Worry Camp”
in son presented the artistic stations of
“ The Heavenly Twins.” A party is
honor of the birthday of two popular the Cross of new German model; Mr. ing fly may be counted on the fingers now preparing' to ascend Katahdin, brook trout to be enjoyed by all at
the tables.
Others feel well satis
guests, I. Newton Lewis of
Green and Mrs. Driscoll gave a beautiful of one hand.
which is always a meooa for true
wich, Conn., and Mrs. N. R. School- statue of the Blessed Mother and
The method employed in fishing mountain climbers. Around Beaver fied with the fishing at camp waters,
in
maker of Nyack, N. Y. Twenty lob Mrs. P. A. Hart of Tompkinsville, N. with the floating fly is to fish
up and Little Beaver (two of the Kidney perch and pickerel being taken
Many take tramps with
sters were served in real sea style Y., also presented a statue of St. stream, casting ahead to the quarter, Pond group of lakes) big game is al abundance.
game,
the allowing the fly naturally to
even up here at the Rangeleys and Anthony, which add much to
drift most always in evidence, and the kodak, getting pictures of
fish
and
landscape.
So
each
in
may these delightful people for years beauty of this little church that is down stream.
The cast should
be guests vie with each other as to who
the
to come meet here at Mountain View crowded every Sunday morning. The made slightly above the rise or be can get the best snapshots of these their own way are getting all
and receive congratulations as they ¡kind generosity of these people is yond a spot that seems likely to wild inhabitants of the forest. Many good they can from their vacation
We have now 28 guests in
The
English game birds are seen in the berry here.
ss life’s milestone.
t most deeply appreciated and
when house a possibility.
Mr. and Mrs.
William H.
Friday evening there was a bridge they return to the Rangeleys another system Is to fish only the rise, and patches near the camps. Among the camp.
Smith, Jr., of New York have just
party of seven tables in the music season they will be most
heartily on days when trout were not rising new arrivals are:
Mr. and Mrs. G.
our English Waltonian friends have R. Gardiner, Brunswick, Dr. and Mrs. returned from a two days' camping
room given by Miss Adeline
Hart, welcomed.
and
and all had a good game.
j Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Mason and Mr. been known to sit on the bank, all Bryant, New Haven; Dr. L. E. White, trip with A. Haskell as guide,
Miss Betty Fronefield of Moylan/and Mrs. W. N Curtis of
Boston, day without wetting a line or consid Boston; Stewart A. Farrell, Gilbert are enthusiastic over their first ex
Penn., often delights her
frieuds who have been touring in their mo ering the probability of a catch in a B. Lewis* New York city; Mrs. L. perience in sleeping in a “ lean-to.”
likely pool.
When the fly has T. Lindenburg, New York city; W.
Their out-of-door life was thorough
with a song and received many com- j tor left here this morning,
Among the guests here
pliments for the pleasing manner inj Mrs. Thomas Stewart Rowlett
of floated past the likely spot, lift it T. Sloper, New Britain, Conn.; Mr. ly enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E, Brugwhich she sang a solo from Pergol-J Boston has returned for another sea- gently from the water.
Do not give^ n d Mrs. Donald C. Worth, Spring- are;
ler, Lakewood* N. J.; Mr. and Mrs.
esi's Stabat Mater last Sunday m om -jSOI1 and
later be joined by Mr, a sudden jerk or you will scare y o u r fio idj Mass.
next hope beyond relure. Make sev
Walter Murphy and daughter, Evelyn,
ing at the Church of Our Lady of (Rowlett.
Camp Phoenix, Sourdnahunk lake,
the Lakes.
| Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Morrell
and eral false casts to dry and lengthen Charles Daisey, proprietor, reached Philadelphia, Pa.; Miss Reid, Balti
more, Md.; Mrs. Zella Dyar,
Otis
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sylvester and.L H. Morrell of Lewiston are here your line and drop the fly gently, from Norcross.
The
fishing at
wings cocked, above the next
spot
son Arthur. Jr., and little daughter, for a f ew days.
(Continued on page six)
Camp Phoenix, Sourdnahunk lake», is
Miss Doris of Montclair, N. J.,
reLittle Miss Louise Fronefield, who selected by your fish sense, and so
trued Friday after a week at Beaver, fishes off the wharf by the hour not on ad lib.
Now, as to tackle. Thus far 'writ
Pond, where they were guests of one. only catches fish for her cat,
but
of the members of the Megantic Club, j caught a half-pound trout the other ers on the dry fly, both English and
J. B. Horsford, a New "\orker„ who morning which she cleaned herself American, strongly advocate the pur
has a private camp there.
The and had cooked for a little friend chase abroad of lines and flies. From
this I must dissent.
I have found in
children saw their first deer feeding wdo was sick.
on the lake shore and all had good* Saturday evening Landlord Bowley1Nesv York fishinS tackIe stores dr?
fly lishing on the Meadow grounds, extended an invitation to the Moose- J‘^e's
are Perfect imitations of
Fifteen Lines of Steamers Connecting New York land
where they catch hundreds of pound lookmeguntlc HouSe for au to come the iusects on EsopU6’
Beaverkill
Boston with the
trout.
Going by buckboard
fronr over and join in a sociaJ danc€j the and other local streama- ^
a11
Kermebago as they crossed a cordu- Gordon Trio furnishing music.
The oases these flies were carefully and
handsome! artisticallT tied and made of importroy bridge, tbe logs gave way and ladies were gowned m
they had a “ spill” but no harm w as. evening dresse5 and all
enjoyed ed wateria'1' The libe required
the
tiry fly must be tapered silk, size
done and the party enjoyed their firs danci,ng until a late hour,
The service o f this Corporation affords the ideal means of sum
Here
alsoj
mer travel throughout the Gulf of Maine and between the principal seaexperience of wild woods life.
j R ev jj. Childs the Baptist minist- F being best adapted.
coast cities and summer resorts of Maine.
ihere has been good fishing this er 0£ Rangeley, pastor of the Union the general advice calls for the very!
The Corporation maintains a fleet of over thirty steamers, among
is
week, although the two
pounders! cjlurc]1> holds service at 3 o’clock thi3 expensive imported line, which
them many of the finest and best equipped passenger vessels in the
;
not
at
all
necessary,
as
the
Frazer
were cooked but not recorded
American Merchant Service.
.afternoon in the music room,
theL
. . . .
A. Herman Wirz of Moyfan, P e a x ,; Gordon Trl0 turnlsl!tag Ule music.
¡tapered sjlk line, for sale at
all
The total mileage of the Eastern Steamship Lines, (including the
mileage of the Boston & Yarmouth Steamship Co. Ltd., under the
and wife have some good fish stories
^Ir and Mrs F M Brown Mr and!tackle kous,eS> offers every advantage
management of the Eastern Steamship Corporation) is 2407 statute
* ‘
TT’
'
, / including less cost.
Although not a
miles. In addition to the passenger service, which is maintained daily
-------------------- ------------------------ Mrs F. G. Leavitt and C. H. Randelli ,
,,
. . .
'
_
.
! cheap line the price is m proportion
throughout the summer season, these lines afford the most economical
of Portland were here for
over , , _
. ... _
,,
and direct freight service between the points reached by the lines and
I to the quality and ‘ lastmgness.”
their adjacent territory.
y‘
„
T
. I T o augment the buoyancy of the
L. C. Bateman of the
Lewiston
The lines of the Eastern Steamship Corportion are as follows:—
.
dry fly it will be necessary to parafJoumal whose interesting articles ap...
,.
. ...
T,
... ,
Boston & Portland Line; Kennebec Line; Bangor Line; International
TIM E TABLE
, j fine it from time to time. It will be
Lines; Metropolitan Steamship Line (connecting with Boston and New
pear in the magazine, after an ab-l .
,
K
r! wlse to carry a small phial of parIn Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
York.)
sence of 20 years, this week has been
„
.
...
...
.
i affine oil, winch may be applied with
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE CONNECTING
FARM INGTON Passeng-or Trains leave Farm- making a trip through the lakes a n d ',,
thumb and fingers
Thp
first
ington at 12.02 P. M.. for Kingfield and Rangeley. |found many m d wonderful improve
*
tte
PORTLAND WITH NEW YORK
At 4.20 P. M. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday
application should be made on fly
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35 A. M. Passen ments have been made since his last
FARE $6
ROUND TRIP $ 10
and tackle after tying on the leader.
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at
7.55 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55 visit.
The leader should be of tapered gut,
Portland & Rockland Line; Portland & Boothbay Line, Bath & BoothMr. and Mrs. F. H. Daggett
and six feet being the most convenient
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves
bay Line; Mt. Desert & Blue Hill Lines (comprising “ the Bar Harbor,”
at 11.00 A. M.
son Holman B. of Strong and their length for all weather casting.
“ Blue Hill” and “ Sedgwick” Lines;) the Frontier Line (between Cal
STRONG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
ais and points on the St. Croix River), and the Yarmouth Line (Boston
G.
Farmington, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M. ; for brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
For dry fishing, a rod with snap,
& Yarmouth Steamship Co., Ld., under the management of the Eastern
Phitlips and Rangeley, and at 12.30 P. M. and 4.50 F. Daggett of Brooklyn, N. Y., were
Steamship Corporation.
B it
whip and backbone is required both
P. M. for Kingfield and Bigelow. At 7.50 A- M.
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran guests of this hotel Wednesday.
for comfort and results. The length
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M..
H. A. CLAY, Supt.
H. T. SANBORN, Agent
Miss Edytlie Riley of Germantown, best suited—about nine feet—weighs
from Kingfield at 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives Penn., on Thursday joined her par
Bangor, Me.
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.
not more than five and one-lialf ounc
from Portland at 11.05A. M.; and leaves at 3.40
ents for a stay of several weeks.
es.
Split bamboo is best.
P MÎkED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
Portland Passenger ani Ticket Office Telephone No. 4114
Messrs. Reginald Windham of Lon
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at don, England; Kenneth and
James
1.40 P. M. and for Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
iiiiiiiiiM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiim iiiiim iM iiiiiiiiiim iiim iiiiiiim m iiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiin
who
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave Phill Raymond of New York City,
ips for Farmington at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. have been guests of Megantic Club,
For Riogoley at 12 55 P. M. and 5.W P.M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 returned this route making a short
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
stay here.
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rm geley 3.00 P. NL
Sunday train arrives from Portland at 11.2d A.
Mr. and Mrs, C. A.
Seymore of
M. and leaves for Portland at 3.20 P. M
434 Congress St.,
R A N G E LE Y PASSENGER TRAINS leave for Litchfield,, Conn., are passing a few §
Farmington at 5.35 A. M. and 11.30 A. M. and ar*
P
O
R
T L A N D , M A IN E
|
days
at
this
hotel
while
touring
THE SPORTSMAN’S KEWSPAPEH OF AMERICA
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 0.43 P. M. Sunday tram ar
rives at 1-00 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
| Erected in 1911, and positively the only §
Maine.
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 10.15 A. M. and
Fireproof Hotel in the City
A. E. Stevens of Boston has joined
leaves at 10.45 A. M.
Subscription $4. a yr., $2. for (i months ¡Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
SALEM PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
| Elevator Service, Private and Public §
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Farmington at 6.50 A. M. and 12.50 P. M. Ar his friend,. Mark I. Adams of Brook 1 Baths and every convenience' for the com- §
rives from Farmington at 5.23 P. M.. from Strong line, Mass., and the young gentlemen | fort of guests including
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
at 8.15 A. M.
^
„
MIXED TRAIN leave« for Strong at 1.15 P. M. are having a most pleasant outing.
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
I HOT AND COLD RUNNING I
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
Mr. and Mrs. Jos, D. Bos com of! | WATER AND LOCAL AND
KINGFIELD PASSEN GER TRAINS leave for
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
St.
Louis,
Mo.,
have
been
this
week
f
LONG
DISTANCE
TELEFarmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and f r9m„
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting,
enjoying their first visit at Mountain 1 PHONE IN EVERY ROOM |
at 8.35 A. M. Leaves for Bigelow at S.40 A. M.
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Re
and 5.45 P. M, Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A . View.
| SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED 1
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
M. and 7.30 P. M,
E. E. Pearce and Miss Carrie C. | FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS i
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ T RIAL SUBSCRIPTION.
1 American Plan $2.50 per (lay, npward 1
Farmington at 11.20 A. M., for K in g field at 6.40 Iremonger are among tne New York
If not more than satisfied with it the money will he refunded on request.
|
European
Plan
S
I,00
per
day,
upward
§
P.M. Arrives irom Strong at 10.00 A, M.; from
Farmington at 6.85P. M.
, , . . . ers who have come this weak to en = Letters o f inquiry regard in g rates e t c ., prom ptly answ ered. E
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 joy September days at this hotel.
| H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN, |
A. M.
801H A SO N IC TEMPLE: CHICAGO,
0f
i
Proprietors.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Conway
F. N . B E A L , G. P. A .
| iiiiiiiiiimmiimnuimimiimiimimmiiiiimmmiiiiiimiMiiiHiiminiiiiuuiiiiii

DAY ENDS WITH
LOBSTER PARTY
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

W . B ra c ke tt C o.
Phillips, Maine

children, Clarice and Howard, are vis country with their family driving mare*
iting their daughter and sister. Mrs. Bessie. They will visit their relatives
Howard Toothaker, in Portland for a
in Skowhegan and attend the Somerset
week.
Central Agricultural fair, returning to
Mrs. Frank Badger of Rangeley
came to Phillips Wednesday tor a visit Phillips on or about September 14,
when they will again be ready to sup
with relatives.
Miss Miriam Brackett entertained ply the people of Phillips with home
the following friendB last Friday after cooked food.
H. O. Smith of Portland is in town
noon at a thimble party: Mrs. Glidden
Parker, Mrs. Everett Knapp, Misses this week in the interest of the Electric
Gladys Dutton, Ruth Austin, Dallas Light company, who has completed
Voter, Mollie Hescock, Edith Morton, a line into Strong, and who Wants to
Ina Badger.
Refreshments w e r e come to Phillips, if a satisfactory deal
can be made. If the company comes
served.
to Phillips it means a 24 hours’ service
Mrs. E. H. Shepard and Miss Mabel
for us. It is hoped the citizens will re
Austin of Farmington have been on a
alize the tremendous benefit this will
trip to Etna the past week.
be to the town, and we trust that those
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Toothaker and who are in a position to help in the
little son are visiting Mrs. Toothaker’ s movement, will do so.
sister, Mrs. Carroll True, in Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown and chil
dren of Rangeley have been the guests
Shadows.
of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Whitney this
‘‘Could you sing that song about the
twilight when the flickering shadows
week.
Mrs. Tena Daggett of Lowell, Mass., softly come and go?” said the senti
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. W. mental youth. “ Sir!” exclaimed the
lady at the piano. “ I don’t approve
Small, in Farmington.
either of the current fashions in
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Voter, who are gowns or of the promiscuous refer*
in Rangeley this summer, visited Mrs. ences to them.”
Voter’s sister, Mrs. Louis Robash, in
Farm ngton over Sunday.
B IR T H S .
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Horeyseck were
entertained at Will True’s camp at
Phillips, August 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dallas over Sunday by Miss Edna I A. E. Bunnell, a son, (8 pounds.)
True.
Phillips, August 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
It is hoped there will be a good at Fred Leavitt, a son, 9 pounds.
tendance at the next regular meeting
MARRI AGE8.
of Hope Rebekah lodge which will be
Sept. 11 at 7.30 p. m., as it is expected
Phillips, August 29, by Miss Bessie
that Miss Vesta C. Whitten, President
F. Crowell, pastor o f the M. E. church,
o f the Rebekah Assembly o f Maine,
Hermon Ray Tyler and Ada May
will visit the lodge. As she wishes to
Mitchell, both of Phillips.
see the degree work if possible, a re
Strong, Sept. 1, by Rev. W alter Canhearsal o f the staff is called by the de
ham, Roy Hilton Spaulding and Miss
gree mistress for Thursday evening,
Nora Frances Stevens, both of Strong.
September 3d, at 8 o'clock. A full
Waterboro, Me., August 1, by. Rev.
rehearsal is necessary as there is but a
J. B. Ranger, Dr. Harold Danforth
short time in which to get into practice
Ross and Miss Edith Leonard Hotch
after the summer vacation o f the staff.
kiss.
Francis W. Bird of New York, chair
Phillips, Sept. 2, by Miss Bessie F.
man of the county committee, will ad
Crowell, Charles Benjamin Savage and
dress the Progressives at Lambert hall,
Audrey Ermine Parker, both o f Phil
Wednesday evening, September 9.
lips.
Messrs. C. L. Boston, Lubert Pratt
and George Powell went to Long Pond
DEATH 8.
this morning for an outing.
The Little Bakery at the upper vil
Farmington, Aug. 20, Nelson Gould,
lage will be closed for one week. Mr. aged 76 years, 7 months, 19 days.
C. E. Cleveland, the baker, thinks one
Salem, Aug. 16, Mrs. Elizabeth Har
week out o f 52 is not neglecting his ris, aged 91 years.
business. Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland will
New Vineyard, Aug. 23, Freeman
take a carnage drive 40 miles across Hardy, aged 75 years.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Bump and| A. W. Bean was much worse the
children of Portland
have been ; latter part of last week, but is more
visiting Mrs. Bump’s parents,
Mr. j comfortable at this time,
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager and Mrs. Timothy Sweet in Avon.
j ]\jr_
a . Lawton, who has been su*
Mr. and Mrs. Francis and son of perintendent of the Sandy River &
OUTING EDITION
Everett, Mass., and Mr. and
Mrs.! Rangeley Lakes railroad for about ten
................................. .. $1.00 per year Ira E. Boynton of North Whdtefield,! years, severed his connection with that
pagres
LOCAL EDITION
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. G.| road last Monday, as the offices of
IE and 16 pa ges.............................. $1.50 per year
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub Cronkhite last week coming by auto, superintendent, and general freight and
Mrs. passenger agent have been abolished
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription Mrs Francis is an aunt of
, .
; and a general manager appointed with
75 cents extra.
I office in Phillips. Mr. F. N. Beal reEntered as second class matter. January 21,
Mrs. C. E. Nichols cf Boston i s c e i v e s the appointment, effective Sep'•909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under guest of her mother,
Airs.
Uliza, tember 1, and will have charge of all
the Act of March 3. 1879.
French, and brother,, C. N. French departments.
i Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field were in
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire and wife.
Miss Nina Haines, daughter of Mrs Farmington for the afternoon Wtdnesof Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Campng and Outing news, and the Franklin county Sarah Haines broke her wrist
re- Hay.
ocally.
Fred Morton has been hired by the
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish cently by falling from an automobile.
Dr. E. B. Currier was called to at Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes rail
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address of your paper tend her.
road to have charge of the Farmington
«h a n g ed , please give the old as weil as new
Mrs. Mary Cushman and Mrs. M. transfer, and commenced his duties
address.
H. Davenport were called to Thorn- last Tuesday, September 1st.
dike last week by the death of Mrs. | R. H. Preble went to Lubec Tuesday
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1914
Cushman’s twin brother, Mr. Joseph l morning for a week or two. Mrs.
Whitney.
|Preble and the children, who have been
Mrs Frank Davis and son Paul there for nearly three months with her
Have been tbe guests ot friends in ‘ father, will accompany him home.
Henry and Albert Scamman were in
Southport for a week.
Weld from Friday until Monday with
Mrs. Joseph Boston
entertained
relatives. They report a very fine
the Thursday club last week.
Re
Services of the Federated Church freshments of salmon salad, fancy b in d ‘ concert by the Rumford band
Sunday afternoon on the veranda at
crackers and iced tea were served.
to be Resumed.
The Maples.
The members of the Social Ser
Miss Dallas Voter entertained the
vice club will hold their Rally day at following friends at a Thimble 'Larty
The usual services of the Federat
the home of Mrs. George True next Wednesday afternoon: Misses Gladys
ed cihiurch will he resumed
next
Tuesday, September 8, at 2 o’clock. Dutton, Mollie Hescock, Ruth Austin,
Sunday.
The subject of thie morning
A tasting party will be enjoyed and Ina Badger, Miriam Brackett.
Re
sermon will be “ The Power of Fear.”
it is hoped that a good number
of freshments were served and a very
During the coming months an es
the members will be present on this pleasant afternoon passed.
pecial effort is to he made to make
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Hescock will
day.
the Sunday evening services more
County Attorney J. Blaine Morrison start on an automobile trip through the
interesting and valuable.
of Phillips and register of
probate, White mountains Saturday with Dr.
One evening every month is to
Sumner P. Mills of Farmington, and Mrs. E. A. Sheehy and little
be devoted to the review of some
spoke at a Republican meeting
at daughter of Rumford.
recent book of importance; on an
Henry Scamman found a Maine auto
Salem Tuesday evening, and report
other Current Events will be
dis
mobile number, 6042, in the road near
a large attendance.
cussed with a view to their larger
Robert Presby of Lisbon,, N. H., Blake hill Wednesday.
implications.
At
least once a
Miss Mollie Hescock, who has passed
with, his family is visiting for a few
month there will be a sermon
on
her summer vacation in Phillips, re
weeks with relatives in town.
some important phase of
practical
turned to Boston this morning where
Guy Blunt has returned to
his
she will resume her work in the William
everyday life, and on a fourth eterhome in Portland after spending the
Filene Sons company in the millinery
eopticon pictures will be shown.
summer at his cottage at Long Pond. department.
The Sunday evening program for
Mrs. Blunt will remain a while longNotice the rates offered by the Sandy
September is as follows:
er.
River & Rangeley Lskes railroad for
6th
Current Events
Don’t forget the whirlwind
tour the State fair at Lewiston September
13th
The Coming of the Prince
that is to be made by the Republi 7-10, inclusive. They will also sell half
20tli Book review—hooks on Germany
cans, to-morrow Friday, September 4. fare tickets.
27th
Pictures—Germany
They are booked to be in Phillips at
Miss Theresa Jordan and mother of
It is hoped that thtese
services
11.30 a. m.
You will have to be on Auburn, who have been boarding at F.
may receive such a friendly co-oper
hand promptly if you wish to hear H. Thorpe’s for the past few weeks, A t Lambert Hall, Phillips on Tuesday, Sept.
ation on the part of the citizens of
Meet inn will be addressed by
them for they will stop but a few returned home Wednesday after a few
Phillips that they may be continued
minutes and will have to talk fast. days’ visit with Mrs. F. N. Beal.
and strengthened.
of Kansas and
Don’t forget the Democratic rally at
They will come from Weld by auto.
M. S. Hutchins, Pastor.
Governor Haines,
Hon. Roy R. Lambert hall Tuesday evening, Sep
of Faimirgton
Brownell and many of the local can tember 8.
E veryon e
in v ite d
Harry Hir.kley of New York has
didates, State and County commit
joined
his
mother,
Mrs.
Julia
Hinkley,
I
teemen will be in the party.
At Lambert hall, Tuesday evening, in Phillips for a visit with his sister, I
September 8, at 8 p. m. a Democrat Mrs. D. F. Field.
Don’ t forget that some speakers of
ic rally will be held, the meeting to
,
.,
™
¡the Progressive party’ will speak in
be addressed by Col. Frederic Clouse \
F
, Phillips on arrival of the noon train
First Speech inr Phillips ia This of Kansas and Thomas D. Austin! next Friday, September 4, from Rangeesq., cf Farmington,
Everyone is i ley.
invited.
Campaign.
Mrs. H. W. True went to Springvale
Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin went today for a week’ s visit with her sisto Weld Monday to close their cot- ter> Mrs. Jennie Dutton. Miss Gladys
Hon. Thomas Sterling, Republican tage for the season.
Dutton returned home with her.
senator from South Dakota, spoke to a
W e are very sorry to leacm of the
The Christmas Present club was engood sized audience in Lambert hail
, .
rj
.
,
,
| health cf Mrs. W. H. Searles and tertained by Mrs. N. H. Harnden last
t o t e v e mny. H« w « m te«fac,d l y |sympathy from many friends is ex- Tnursday afternoon.
Delicious reCounty Attorney J. Biaine Morriso: ,
pressed.
freshments
were
served.
The next
who also made a few apt remarks
Dr.
J.
H.
Rollins
of
Woodfords
and
meeting
will
be
with
Mrs.
Charles
F.
This was the first audience the Sena
re Chandler.
tor has addressed in Maine in this ca i> H. C. Merwin of Boston were
Hon. and Mrs. Joel Wilbur and
Mr. and Mrs.
pa:gn. He is a forceful speaker ar.o cent callers in town.
held the attention of his li t.ners Merwin are at their summer home in daughter, Miss Georgine Wilbur, have
returned home from their cottage at
throughout. Bespoke entirtly on the Weld.
To-night, Thursday, Hon. C. N. Rangeley where they have been for
National issues.
The Phillips B-nd furni h d music Blanchard cf Wilton and Sumner P. j seVc;ra^ weeks.
Mills, esq., of Farmington will ad-! Mr’ and Mrp- Charles Bonney and
and also gave an open air concert.
dress the Republicans of
Madrid ! Mr’ and Mrs’ Arthur Bonney and little
Several have signified their Intern daugh,er
been the guests of their
FEDERATED CHURCH
; tion of attending the meeting from mother, Mrs. Lena Bonney, and sister,
Mrs. Brownlow, at the Bonney summer
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins,
Most miles per dollar and most
Pas* this town.
ome in Phillips the past week. Mr.
tor.
comfort
per mile.
. Mrs. L. B. Costello and two childCi
Calendar for week ending Septem-jrfni w io haV6 beM ln town for a and Mrs. Charles Bonney have been
passing the summer at their summer
ber 12.
0 .
„ a
I week, returned to their
home in home in New Hampshire ana Mr. and I
Firestone quality has led the
Sunds
Sunday, September 6: 10.45— Morn-1 Lewiston, Tuesday.
Mrs.
Arthur
Bonney
in
Egypt,
Mass.
world
for fourteen years. There is
ing worship,
Sermon “ The Power! * Will Leavitt is assisting in
the
Ira Whittemore of Portland was in
of Fear.”
12.10- Sunday
no
argument
about it.
school, j grocery and feed store of tile c H ___ ________ ^ ...... .................... ...........
own for a day this week. Mrs. Whit
7.30—People’s
Address| McKenzie Company while Messrs. S. temore, who has been with her father,
But because they have tlie largest and
Current Events.
mi n .
0 ,
A5 Whitney and N. T.
Toothaker! Wilson Beal, for some time, returned
best equipped tire factory, an d on ly the top * &Caj|’ ep em er
• 7.30 Mid, have been taking their vacations.
j home with him. We are glad to be
notch m e n , the prices are rig h t.
Mrs. Guy Everett and little daugh-ja^ e t0 report that Mr. Beal is much
___
~~
“
ter of Portland are the guests f ,f, improved in health and able to go out
C a ll a n d S e e
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH relatives in t o w .
'
of doors.
_
|
,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dav nport and
Non-Skid— Smooth Treed— A ll. Types— A ll Sizes
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 6—Morning worship,
You
10.45.
Sermon, “The Great Divide ” Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also - Sleeplessness.
IOU ^^ t SleeP ^
stillest night, if your digestion
Sunday school 12.
Junior League mink marten and fisher. Will handle above j
3.
Epworth League 7.
Children’s w1re°whatmyoSuahave t ^ f e i , ^tednKwest is ba(i’ Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla—
strengthens the stomach and estabDay Concert 7.30.

PROGRAM FOR
SEPTEMBER

D E M O C R A T IC

RALLY
8 at 8 P. M.

Col. F R E D E R IC J . C L O S E
T H O M A S D A U S T I N , E S Q^ .,7

REPUBLICANS
HAVE MEETING

Here’s W here You Get

f i r e s t o n

e

Tires, T u b es an d A cce sso ries

And that means that here you
the most for your money.

FOXES WANTED

Thursday, September 10—Mid week
prayer meeting 7.30.

Tel. 64.15

M. F. STEVENS.
*
Dover’ Maine

HENRY

|hshes that condition in which sleep
I regularly comes and is sweet and re
freshing.

Phillip:

W.

TRUE

Maine

MAINE

CLASSIFIED

DELIGHTFUL PIAZZA
DINNER PARTY

mouth.

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , S E P T E M B E R 3, 1914.

I

BIRTHDAY OF
NOBLE GRAND

Will Morril house on Maple street.
The new tank
wagon for the
Harold Boynton was home Wednes
One cent ■ word in advance. No headline or
Standard Oil Co„ of New York is
irther display. Subject« in a. b. c. order
day and Thursday of last week.
attracting considerable
attention.
R. D. Henderson and wife, and H.
This wagon has a capacity of 924
R. McKenney and Miss Dorothy McPOR SALE.
A “Barbecue” Held at the Bliss gallons. During the month of Aug
Keen went to Bangor Tuesday to at
ust the gasoline sales registered for New Sidewalk a Great Improve tend the fair, making the trip
by
ForT sAJLE—Summer cottages
and
Place and Enjoyable Evening
the Rangeley division upwards
of
auto.
lots In Blanchard, Maine. Good fishment and Others Are Hoped
12,000 galons, which shows that the
Reported.
tog and hunting. Fine scenery. F.
Ada Lander returned to her work
people “ go some” in this part of
G, Hayden, Brighton, Maine.
Tel
in Boston Friday.
For.
the country.
Harvey Tibbetts
is
ephone connection.
The W. C. T. U. held a meeting
(Special Correspondence.)
driver of the wagon, which
now
at
the Universalist vestry Thursday
(Special Correspondence)
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating
ma Rangeley, Sept. 1.—Miss Kathleen makes trips to Stratton and Euistis.
p. m.
J.
Dy*:,
who
has
oeen
spending
the
Kingfield, Sept. 2.—Rev. Jonas Ed
chine. In first class condition. In
Col. John Caswell entertained at
Wiseman McKenney and family at
summer at Rangeley left
Saturday Furbish hall Thursday evening with wards of Auburn will preach at the
quire at Maine Woods office.
tended
the Cleveland reunion
at
morning for a short 'visit at
her an illustrated lecture on his African Free Baptist church Sunday,
Sep
Embde® Monday.
home in Vinalhaven L-efon returning hunt.
Col. Caswell is thoroughly at tember 6, at 11 o’clock.
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for
Helen Pratt of Madison, who has
Mrs. C. S. Frenoh left Monday to been vsiting her aunt,. Mrs.
tale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine to Passaic, N. J for U. e school home with this subject, having made
Edna
year.
Morrison.
two extended trips
and
securing visit her daughter, Mrs. W. L. Love- McKenney for two weeks has
re
Miss Vera L. Adams of
Canton some fine specimens, among them joy of Hancock, Mass.
turned to her home.
has been engaged tc tea^li the sub- being four world’s record specimens,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningham,
The funeral of Mrs. Jane Lander,
WANTED.
primary school.
The district schools which he lias kindly loaned to the after spending a few days in Salem who died in Massachusetts was held
The
pictures and Kingfield have returned to their at the home of her daughter,
WANTED—Kitchen girl and two wal and grade schools will begin Sept. Aggassiz museum.
Mrs.
High school only, will begin were especially interesting,,
being home in Hancock, Mass.
resses. Address Mingo Hotel, Min 14.
B. T Stanley, Saturday afternoon at
Sept. 8.
go Springs, Range ley.
made from photographs taken
by
Mrs. George Gage and three child- two o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Forest Locke of the Colonel during his trip. A good rcn,, John, Eleanor and Suzanne, who
Christine Mitchell and Nellie Will
WANTED—Two or three first class, Farmington were week end guests ly sum was realized
toward the have been visiting Mrs. Gage’s aunt iamson visited school at West Free
experienced waitresses.
Also
an of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Mosher.
building fund.
Mrs. Augusta Parker for the
past man Friday.
experienced pantry woman and two
Norman Huntoon is working
for
Ralph Luce,, who has been visit
A large party of the summer col month, has returned to their home
or three good bell boys.
Good pay Oakes & Badger.
ing his great-grandfather, Chas. Leeony were delightfully
entertained in Chicago.
and steady work all winter. F. L.
Mrs. E. C. Stuart of Andover, after Thursday evening at the Bliss place,
Mr. Clinton Yose and
daughter, man at North New Portland has re
Blinn, Hotel Eagle, Brunswick. Me.
spending a few days with her friend the entertainment taking the form Caroline, who have been
visiting turned home.
Cheston B. Hutchins has sold out
of
a
“
barbecue.”
The
party
was
Miss
Mona
Loomis
returned
home
relatives
in
town
for
several
weeks,
LOST AND F-OUND
held on the lawn, made beautiful by have returned to their home in Law his meat business to Clyde Simmons.
Monday.
FOUND— In my enclosure one sheep
Willie Stanley was home from Bel
Political rallies are much in evi the addition of many Japanese lant rence, Mass.
and two lambs, August 19.
Owner dence now.
grade to attend the funeral of has
Several large fires were also
Monday night occur erns.
Misses Ada and Lucile Vose re
grandmother, Mrs. Jane Lander.
may have same by paying cost.
A. red the Democratic rally, McGillicud- built about the place, which added
turned with their grandparents, Mr.
E. J. Voter and wife of Stratton
to
the
beauty
of
the
scene.
The
L. Huntington.
dy and Austin as speakers. Thursday
and Mrs. William Potter, to Wake
were in town Friday on their way to
the Progressives hold forth and Sept. lamb was done to a turn being in field, Mass.
New Vineyard to attend the Voter
10, Bert M. Fernald and H. S. Wing charge of Geo. Snowman and the
SALEM
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Simmons have reunion.
coffee
in
charge
of
Lee
Wilcox.
Po
speak in behalf of the Republican
Cloyd Small is working in H. R.
tato, peas, cake and ice cream were moved from Bert Pinkham’s in Free
cause.
man to Allen Dyer’s house on River McKenneyh store.
Sept. 1.
William Tomlinson -was called to also included among the good things.
side street.
James L. Kenney of Lowell, Mass.,
Nellie Greenlief of New Vineyard
Oquossoc Friday to get a
Russian, Dancing was enjoyed through the
has been visiting at Heatblands.
Miss Dorris Wilkins went to Lew will teach the second
and third
who was stranded in a strange coun evening, music for which was fur
Mrs. Queenie Everett and
little
grades at the primary school and
four iston Tuesday.
try and with no means of making nished by Harris’ orchestra,
son of Lawrence have returned
The guests were conveyed
Ed Thompson has bougfhit
the board with. Mrs. Blanch Small. Miss
his wants known.
At present Mr. pieces.
home.
Mas§.„
11 their various destinations by way Aunt Jane Mitchell house on Main Maxcy of North Attleboro,
Tomlinson is providing for him.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Cunningham
will be High* school assisfant and Ada
Wilmont Patterson was in
Far- of autos and from ail accounts a fine street.
and daughter of Vermont have been
Mrs. Bessie Dun ton of
Moscow Smith of Strong will teach the 6th
: mington Monday, e® route for Jack- time was enjoyed by all.
visiting here.
underwent
a surgical
operation and 7th grades and board at L. A.
man, where he is guiding.
Business was lively about town the
of Norton’s.
James L. Brackett is driving a C H IL D R E N ’S DAY C O N C E R T
A T Thursday morning at the home
past week on account of campmeet
her
father,
L.
P.
Hinds.
The
oper
new Ford about towm.
M E T H O D IS T C H U R C H .
ing.
The attendance was not prob
HOM*
ating surgeons were Dr. S. F. Green T H E ROBERTS SUMMER
George and Harry Dennison were
ably as large as it would have been
SCENE OF P R E T T Y WEDDING.
of
A Children’s Day Concert will be of Solon and Dr. F. J. Williams
in town a few days recently. Harry
had better weather prevailed.
Dennison returned to his home Sat given at the Methodist church next Bingham, assisted by Dr. O. W. Sim
Fred Pease and son Forest of New
August 1, Idlewild Cottage,
East
urday accompanied by Mrs. Dennis Sunday evening, beginning promptly mons of Kingfield.
Gloucester were in town for a few
A practice meeting of the Rebek- Waterboro, Me., the summer home
An offering will be taken
on, who has been spending the past at 7.30.
days.
month with her mother, Mrs. Betsey for the Children’« Day Fund of the ahs was held Monday evening with of Dr. W. J. Roberts of Rochester,
Miss Lucile Harris of
Rangeley
This was the ^N. H., was the scene of a very pret
M. E. church, which, is applied to an attendance- of 22.
Tibbetts.
has been visiting her
grandparents,
Damanniversary of the birthday of the. ty wedding, when Dr. Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ellis
and educational purposes.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Harris.
forth
Ross
and
Edith
Leonard
Hotch
Noble
Grand
Mrs.
Mina
Landers
and
daughter Rena spent the past week
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Marshall and
was observed by present of a large kiss were united in marriage, Rev.
visiting relatives and friends in and
Mrs. Frank Smith of Lowell were in
S W E E T C L O V E R G A IN S FAV O R glass cake plate loaded with choco J. B. Ranger of Springvale officiat
about Phillips.
town, being called here by the death
The cottage was daintily dec
Her sister, ing.
Mrs. Aaron Soule entertained at a Increasing Attention Being Given Crop lates from the lodge.
cf their mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Har
orated with wild flowers and white
Mrs.
Alma
Dolbier
served
refresh
delightful piazza dinner party Wed
aa Forage Plant— Used Succeaaris who died Aug. 16 at the home of
ments of assorted cookies, cake and crepe paper.
nesday evening the following guests:
fully aa Ensilage.
her son, N. P. Harris.
Her
age
raspberry shrub.
The
attendance j Dr. Ross is the youngest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Tibbetts and
was 91 years, 5 months and 10 days.)
daughter Gwendolyn, Mr. and Mrs. (Prepared by the United States Depart contest at the close of this meeting, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Ross of this
ment of Agriculture.)
The funeral was held at the Union
town.
He is a graduate of the
Ernest Robbins, Mr. and Mrs. PhinFor the past two years increasing showed the yellows sixteen ahead.
church, Rev. J. T. Kelley officiating.
Phillips
High
school and of Bowdoin
The wedding of Arthur Woodcock
eas Tracy.
The menu consisted of attention has been given to sweet
Following is the list of flowers givHe
rcast chicken, dressing,
cranberry clover as a forage plant. County agri and Miss Pearle Durrell is announced! Medical college in June 1913.
ej by friends:
Large pillow„ child-:
sauce, mashed potato,
green peas, cultural agents in several states last for Thursday evening at the Evan entered the Salem, Mass,, hospital
ren in Lowell; pillow from Mr. and
in July and served acceptably until
bluebeny pie, lemon patties, as-: year gave the crop some attention in gelical church.
an experimental way. Those in Kan
Mrs. F. E. Harris; spray of asters,
this
Sunday evening, Rev. A. P. Bailey the Salem fire in June of
sorted cakes, tea and coffee.
The sas and South Dakota were particu
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harris, spray
and year when the hospital was burned.
company next adjourned to the mov-, larly active, and the results, were so gave an especially interesting
of asters, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Har-j
ing pictures to complete the even satisfactory that the area seeded this instructive lecture cn The Puritans Immediately he bought a practice In
ris; pond lilies, Mrs. Minnie
and
year has been enormously increased. and Anne Hutchinson at the Univer-. Unicn, N. H., where he is pleasantly
ing’s entertainment.
John Harris; spray, Mr. and
Mrs,
situated and will open a private hos
John Russell has had a new gas-j A report from Allen county, Kansas, salist church.
Carroll Knapp; spray, Mr. and Mrs.j
pital
in the near future.
states
that
more
than
2,000
acres
were
The town has been without elec-!
oline tank installed at the front of|
seeded in that county this year. Last trie lights for several days durin g j Mrs. Rcss was head nurse in the
Carroll Whitney; spray of asters,
his store.
year a farmer in Clinton county, Iowa,
Mr. and Mrs. Hersey and daughter; j
Salem hospital.
Miss Geneva Little of Monmouth, conducted an excursion to a farm on the installing of a new engine at the
spray of roses,, Mrs. Ernest Briggs;
We wish Dr. and Sirs. Ross a
who has been spending a few days which is grown annually 60 to 100 Huse Spool & Bobbin Company’s
sweet peas, Mrs. Emma Ellsworth;
prosperous future.
mill.
acres
of
sweet
clover
for
hay
and
pas
with her friend Emma Russell,
re
sweet peas, Mr. William Alexander;
Dr. Everett Winter and wife of
turned home Friday.
Miss Russell ture on land worth more than $100
An Uplifted Feeling.
mixed bouquet, Mr. and Mrs.
John
per acre. On June 9 and 10 this year Brooklyn, New York, are visiting his
accompanied her as far as Phillips.
Nothing gives a person more spirits
Wright; pansies, Mr. and Mrs. John
two Illinois county agents joined in an mother,, Mrs. Lucinda Winter, sister,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Sherman Hoar left excursion to a 300-acre sweet clover
ual satisfaction than getting to church
Perham; bouquet, Mrs. W. S. Dodge;
Monday for a short trip in Augusta, farm in Ogle county, Illinois. One Mrs. F. B. Hutchins and brother, A. on time, once in a while, for a change,
spray of pinks, Mrs. Blanche Mayo;
and seeing other people come In late.
Lewiston and Rockland, making the' county Sent 21 automobiles with 109 G. Winter for a short time.
ferns and white roses, Mrs. Blanche
—Newark News.
J.
E.
Voter
has
gone
to
Dead
farmers representing 25 townships. A
trip by auto.
Seavey; pansies, Mrs. John Sabine.
total
of
45
automobiles
made
up
the
River
to
scale
for
the
S.
D.
Warren
L
Mrs. E. B. Herrick,, who has been
train. Among the interesting things Paper company.
at Poland Springs for the summer
• N tN tM M ffM fM M tM C M
done on the farm visited is the pas
The crew under the charge of
returned to Rangeley Thursday and! turing of 60 head of cattle on 40 acres
will be at Hobart’s for the month of of sweet clover. The, clover is also Chester Atwood have finished work
on the sidewalk on Riverside street.
September.
used successfully as ensilage.
They have built 92 yards this year.
Mrs. Ira D. Hoar, Mrs. Albert Carl
The foundation of tile walk is made
Why Timothy Is Favored.
ton and son Donald enjoyed an auto
Timothy is a palatable hay and this of rock with a bank wall facing the
trip to Phillips Friday.
Mrs. Carl
Upon the rocks cinders
ton is the guest of her parents, Mr.: is one of the chief reasons why it is river.
standard in most markets. In addi
off.
William F. N ye is the great and Mrs. I. D. Hoar for a few days. tion to this n horse can be.fed a large have been placed and leveled
Over
these
a
layer
of
gravel
several
Mrs.
Josephine
Marshall
left
Fri
est authority on refined oils in the
quantity of it and will suffer no ill ef
The sidewalk is in
day morning for Rockland to visit; fects when given a hard drive immedi inches thick.
world. He was the first bottler; has
ately after having eaten the hay. Pal- itself a great improvement, but the
her
sister,
Mrs.
Fred
Lothrop.
the largest business and N Y O I L
be
Joseph Vaughan, newly elected: atability depends largely on the time appearance of the street could
is the best oil he has ever made.
September 7-10th Inc.
planting
principal of the High school was in j the hay is cut and on the method of still greater improved by
curing.
N Y O IL
trees
or
shrubbery
along
the
border
town one day last week, preparing
SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES
of the walk.
And while doing this RAILROAD Will sell round trip tickets, good
HAS N O E Q U A L .
to begin his duties.
Produce Succulent Food.
going
September Bth to lMt'n inclusive, limited
land for return
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Robbins
and
Beware of scented mixtures called
September 14th at the following
Generally speaking it is more eco why not change the strip of
rates
including
one admission:
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
between
the
chain
bridge
and
the
son Howard of West Mills and Mr. nomical to produce succulent feed in
Bigelow,,
$3.75
Rangeley,
$3.75
where a light oil is needed. It pre
Salem,
3.10
the form of roots for a small number Carrabasset dam into a small park. Carrabasset. 3.50
and
Mrs.
Folsom
and
daughter
Ar
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
Kingfield,
3.25 Strong,
2,70
of
cows
than
to
produce
it
in
the
form
This could be very easily done by Phillips.
lene of Bingham wrere guests of Mr.
3 10
tion.
and will also sell half fare tickets not including
of
silage,
though
small
silos
are
now
the
planting
of
a
few
trees
or
shrubs
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
and Mrs. Leon Robbins the
past
at the following iates:
manufactured and used to some ex and by placing a settee here and admission
your firearms and your rod. You will
Bigelow.
$1.65 Rangeley,
$1.65
week.
Carrabasset.
1.50 Salem,
1.30
tent.
find it by far the best. Hardware and
Kingfield,
1.40
Strong,
1.10
there.
Miss
Sweetser
leaves
Friday
for
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
Phillips,
1.30
Carl Stanley of Newton, Mass., is
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
her home in Powmal.
Mrs. A. M.
The Simple Life.
F. N. BEAL,
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
visiting his mother,, Mrs.
Minerva
Rcss and Mias Thalie Hoar accom
After a farmer retires from active
General Manager.
pany her for a short visit. Sept. 7 work he spends the balance of his Stanley.
W M F. N Y E ,
Albert Morrel has moved from the
Miss Sweetser will be maid of honor life helping his wife with the family
New B e d fo r d , M ass.
L. A. Norton tenement house to thej
at the wedding of a friend in Yar washing.—Louisville Times.
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CHANGES IN
MAINE BIRD LAWS

been
realize that each and all have
a Brookline, Mass., who have
chance even here in this land
of spending several weeks at Kennebpeace in this beautiful
lake and ago, spent a few days here on their
mountain region to help on the good way to the White Mountains.
T. J. McDonald, Mr. and
Mrs.
work?
The Commissioners of
Inland
E.
When at Pleasant Island Camps In Chas. L. Warren and Miss M.
BY FLY ROD
are Fisheries and Game are frequently
the Cuspuptic lake the other morning* McCue o f Lowell, Mass*, who
I noticed Miss Isabelle MacDonald, a stopping at Black Point Camps were being asked what specific changes
have been made in our bird laws by
Scotch graduated nurse, who is a here on Wednesday.
Dr. Charles Smith and wife o f i the New Regulations on
Migratory
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Henry H. Haz“ Could there be a better place for for the week.
Forest
Birds
and
in
answer
the
commissionPortland
are
stopping
at
en
of
Washington,
D.
C.,
at
their
at
The members of this delightful au
the Appalachain Club to have their
j ers have prepared a 'memorandum of
tractive camp “ House-in-the-Woods’ Lodge for a few days.
annual autumn excursion than to the tumn excursion, which It Is expected
Dr. j the principal changes.
It is
as
Mrs. F. O. Cobb, wife of
collecting for our American Red
to
Rangeley Lakes down in Maine?” waa will include eighty persons are
here joiiow s:
Cross.
More than $60. had
been Cobb of Portland, who comes
the question asked several months a- leave the North Station, Boston, on given by the guests, guides and em- every year, accompanied by
her
Fifteen days taken from the end of
Saturday morning at .10 o’clock
in ployees of Pleasant Island and the] daughters Miss Cobb, Miss Madeline
go, and the committee made the wise
the duck season, the open season now
special cars, taking their ofwn lunch nearby camps.
Miss MacDonald ] and Miss Martha Cobb are now en- being Sept. 1-Dec. 16.
decision by answering “ We will go
with them, arriving at Portland at Boardman of
Washington* D. C., joying a two weeks' stay in Camp
Protection placed on rails, coots,
there.”
Last week George ¡D. New 12.40 p. m. and at Bemis at 5.40 in
is chairman of our National
relief Livingston.
gallinules, wild geese and brant. Tli©
comb of 28 Commonwealth Ave, Bos the evening where the steamboat will
board of the Red Cross Society.
Capt. E. F. Coburn met with an open season for wild geese and brant
ton, came to the lakes and
com take the party directly to the Birch
accident on Wednesday afternoon. He is the same as for ducks. The open
be
pleted all arrangements with Gapt. es, where a good supper will
had just harnessed his fine stepper season for rails, coots and gallinules
W e welcome this, one of
Fred C. Barker whereby as
an waiting.
“ Deacon” to exercise him and as he is Sept. 1 to Dec. 1.
nounced the autumn excursion will the best known clubs in New Eng
drove
him down in front of the hotel
Fifteen days taken from the be
You
have
be from Sept. 19 lo Seat. 26 in the land to the Rangeleys.
the Deacon took a quick turn and ginning of the woodcock season,, the
wisely
chosen
one
of
the
best
known
Rangeley Lake region, making
its
broke the shafts and threw
the open season now being from Oct. 1
headquarters at the Birches, Student and beautiful places in the land for
Capt.
onto
a
reck,
wherehe to Dec. 1.
Come and climb our
Island,,
Mooselookmegnntic
Lake. the outing.
Proprietor Coburn Meets With struck with great force breaking his Fifteen days taken from the be
mountains,
gather
the
rare
flowers
The members of the party will live
collar bone and was badly bruised. ginning of the plover and snipe sea
Bad Accident—Busy Sep
in log cabins, which flank the head and ferns, cross our lakes and camp
Capt.
Cobum went to Portland for son, the open season on these birds
house or mass hall.
These cabins on the shores:, and go back home and
medical treatment and telephones he now being Aug. 15 to Dec. 1.
tember Predicted.
tell
all
your
friendis
of
the
beauty
of!
are clean and dry, many of them be
expects to return on Saturday, and
Sandpipers and woodduck protect
ing connected with bath rooms, and the Rangeleys that they, too, may
all hope he will soon recover from ed, and hunting for birds and waterfollow
in
your
footsteps.
(Special Correspondence.)
each having two or more
sleeping
the accident.
fowl prohibited from sunset to sun
Lakewood Camps, Middle
Dam,
rooms and a large living room with
Miss Sarah WaleSp Mrs. H. N. rise.
when
It often seems to me as if the August 28.—This is the time
open fireplace.
The cabins
hold
Clark and Waldo V. Lyon of Boston,
breeze the buckboard and automobile as the
ifcmr, six and eight people, thus giv music of the pines as the
who have been spending a
month
A S Y L U M FOR BIRDS
in g members a chance to make
up brings their sweet perfume over the come and go from Sunday Cove is
here returned home to-day.
•cabin parties of their own. Trips will lakes as I go across from place to sure to have a party coming or going
This week a number of new parties Asked for By Residents of Prouts
be made to all the lakes o f this chain place bad a sad note these days. I through the chain of lakes, and DixNeck.
are coming and September will no
the ville Notch and then up to Quebec
including a trip to inspect the large can but wonder if from over
doubt
find
a
larger
number
in
camp
------------■dam, up the Magalloway river. Moun ocean the echo of the mourns of the and Montreal, or through the White
than usual the last of the season.
| Chairman Harry B. Austin and
tain trips will he made to Bald, Deer, dying soldiers, the sighs of the heart] Mountains and nowhere in all the
The
water
iis
so
low
in
the
lake1
Blaine S. Viles of the Maine fish and
more
wonderful
"Observatory and Aziscohos, the last broken mothers, wives and sweet-] land is there a
and through the Narrows, Capt. Co-¡game commission gave a
hearing
hearts
as
they
say
a
last
good
bye
journey or more
beautiful, wild,
named mountain commanding a very
bum has not put his big steamboat last week at Prouts Neck on the
extensive view of northern
Maine when their own dear ones march a- grand scenery.
Wellokennebacook into the lake th is! petition of the summer residents and
way, is not coming to us. When I see
Mr. and Mrs. C.
Partridge of
and New Hampshire.
season.
i others for the creation of an asylum,
the Brooklyn, N. Y.* who have been mak
A day and night camp party on amid the green of the trees
____________________
] for birds and animals on the Neck
stars and stripes of own own dear ing a trip of several weeks, visiting
Aziscohos mountain will be arranged.
SEP- making it illegal to kill any birds
B
L
A
C
K
FO
X
E
S
T
O
A
R
R
IV
E
flag floating in the breeze, I
often the different places in the RangeGood camping and tramping clothing
or animals there, at any time.
T E M B E R FIRST.
find the glad tears will come and I leys; Miss F. C. Kachline and sister
should be worn for this trip
ftnd
The commissioners reserved their
thank God I live in this dear land Miss S. A. Kackline of
Nazareth,
those who intend to go on the night
Mr. H. W. Thompson, foreman at decision.
of the free. Free to worship
the Penn., who have been stopping
at
camp are asked to carry a travelling
Thursday morning the commissionMaker of all good as our conscience Mingo Springs, have just taken the the Perry Silver Fox Ranch at Millrug, or sleeping bag, and have a
bridge, Me., is now at the fox ranch ©rs went to Raymond ■with members
others, team to cross the carry and plan to
knife, fork, spoon and serviceable dictates, free to do good to
of the Maine Fur Ranching Company, of the Cumberland County Angling
and
protected
by
the
flag
we
love
so spend some time at the Balsams.
drinking cup and all should wear
Mirror Lake, at West Rockport, association to look the hatchery over
Some of the young men who
are
good
heavy
soled
shoes
for well.
where he is
superintending the and consult with the members of the
Here and there I see the
Red guests at Lakewood Camps will no
mountain climbing.
The steamer
completion of the wire pens
and association regarding some improveanimal
Florence Barker lias been chartered Cross appeal for the needed heljp of doubt develop into great
fox houses.
] ments, which it is proposed to make
that
for the use of the party on Moose- the great work the order is doing trainers we judge by the feat
The work is going forward so sat- there.
noble Samuel Jones and J. Ramsey
Van isfactorily that on September 1st M r.;
lookmeguntic Lake and will connect and we read of the brave,
----------------------------- —
with the steamers on the other lakes doctors and nurses, who are ready Roden, two of the city boys have al B. C. Perry, who owns the largest
P E C U L IA R A C C I D E N T
One ©vening fur farm in the country will deliver
for the trips about those
waters. to take the boats that are being sent ready accomplished.
Canoes and row boats wall be hired out for the Red Cross work. Do you this week they were returning from two
^ sliver black foxee to
A motor boat carrying a pleasure
fly fishing in the Pond-in-the-river, ^ Mirror
mnch
party met with a peculiar accident a
when they
noticed a hedgehog
are short distance off Orrs Island a few
These two pairs of animala
|climbing a tree.
' ‘How can
we valued at forty thousand dollars and days ago, and as a result, a Mr. and
catch him?” asked on©, and
after will be brought over the road from Mrs. Cotton of Medford, who were
boldong a, consultation, they took
Millbridge by Mr. Perry, personally,. 0E board, got an unexpected duck
am’s handsome $3 necktie and brave-: ^ Ms R eo t(>uring car
ing.
The boat struck a ledge just
ly marched up to the tree and Sam] This consignment of blooded live- opposite the landing at Orrs’. and
i\e^ _ the ga™e, cloSe t0 theatre® by stock
b e as carefully guarded e n ; r°Ued over, tipping out two of the
putting a stick on his head,
and
route as was the recent gold ship-! occupants. Mr. and Mrs. Cotton. The
Ramsey tied the blue and white im
|others clung to the railing and man
ment at Bar Harbor.
ported necktie to the
hedgehog’s
aged to retain their places.
Mrs.
tail, and then they brought
their
Cotton struck her head in falling and
FISH A N D GAME M A T T E R S
game back to the hotel and walked \
fainted.
Both were taken into the
jhim over the piazza for their friends] ^
commissioners of inlaad flshJ motor boat until help
came from
to admire, and later set him free.
|eries and game call attention to th e lshore when the boat was towed in
he f y fishing is now improving,
^ a t the new Federal regulations1^ d the two rescued people went to
for these cool nights and mornings on Migratory birds permit the hunt- the Masdot where Mrs. Cotton's bruis
are a delight to the fly
fisherman; ing of two species of plover only— es were cared for and they were proT o make a “ batch”
who with his rod starts out for the Black-breasted and golden. The bird ' dded with dry clothing.
They then
of o l d - f a s h i o n e d , w h o le
real true sport of the angler,
fly commonly called “ Upland plover” is returned to Harpswell where
they
so m e , h om e-m a d e bread, a
fishing.
really
the
Bartramian
sandpiper,
and
are
Passing
their
vacation,
nice light cake and perhaps a
Master Sam Jones of Waterbury,, under these federal regulations sand-'
‘
pie or two—the kind of good liv
Conn., is very proud of the 4-pound pipers are 1)rotecteú until Sept
Lj
Empire Day Essay.
ing that makes the family smile.
salmon he took on a Dusty miller 1918.
! "Dear Teacher: On Empire day we
All from William Tell and all
fly and also the 2-pounder and sev
always good — because this is
The commissioners have deceived
1 h? d a fl3g ° D Fride*
eral smaller ones.
the all ’round flour that keeps
complaints of the violation, in eev-S t
° n . Frldday 1
™ry happy.
as
you
teacher
when we had a holiFrank Van Roden of Philadelphia eral sections of the state, of
the cook in a good humor.
[Sss
b;TM
ti»îTC)4arSSl<®U
B
*<
'
tliej day.”— Punch.
came in the other morning
with provisions of Section 12 of the fish
Extra nutritious and goes
lb **—
three handsome trout weighing 2*4 and game laws, which prohibits the
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
pounds, 2 pounds, 1% pounds, which introduction of fish of any kind into
■SNSTED&BÏÏRH«9process of milling yours only in
A HOUSEHOLD REMEDY
William tell
is as pretty a trio as one often any waters of this state eccept upon
takes on the fly in a morning before j written permission of said
com m it.
breakfast.
sioners.
The board will investigate |“ ust ? e very’ very good- otherw ls©.
Wm. Avery Casey of
Medford, these complaints and institute prose it couldn’t stand this test of time.
Mass,, found that a 2 y 2 pound trout cutions if evidence is secured of the
Since 1850 “ L. F.” Atwood’s Med
taken on the fly is sport.
icine has been a leading household
violation of this law.
c. H. McK e n z ie t r a d i n g c o ., P h i l l i p s , Ma i n e .
F.
N. Guild of Providence, R. I.,
remedy.
For 63 years it has proven
S P O R TIN G CAMP N EW S
is enjoying a two weeks’ stay here.
its worth as a remedy for all stom
Catches by the neck or body in
ach, liver and bowel troubles— and
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Warhust of
stead of the feet, killing: instantly
(Continued from page three)
as a tonic of exceptional effect.
Passaci, N. J., who were here last
without injuring the pelt. A hu
Dyar, Miss Dorothy Dyar„ WasMngmane feature that is very com
year for their first visit were so ton, D. C.; Mr. and Mrs. Pram *',
mendable: BESIDES IT SAVES
letter simply
adds
EVERY FUR FOR THE TRA P
..
,
xaLUil to the overwhelming evidence:
much pleased with the place, they p 0,,fQl,+ t-,
PER. The only trap ever con
Cellfeldt,
ProvldeDCe,
R.
I.;
Mr.
and
F
am
togton
,
Me.
:
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP
have returned for another Tnonth at
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
Mrs. Arthur Soper, Mr. Carpenter
,,T ,
, .
É—'
Lakewood Camps.
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
Mansfield, Mass ; Mr
and
Airs’ I ■ hf 'V® h&d QU te a long « W r te n c «
ing furs of mink, skunk, "coon ” ,
Messrs.
H.
L.
Norris
of
Lynn,
r h „ rl. c rp..
'
d
M rs- With L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. I
etc. There is no escape, the trap
U4
per gets every pelt.
Mass.|, and friends Wm. Avery Cas Charles Titus, Bangor, together with |have used it for years as a family
many others.
Many guests
are medicipe, a laxative, and for
n iftliC brings illustrated Guide
s
the
ey and Alfred S. Whittmore of Med
U l'TfL giving the first time in
booked for September. The woods stomach.
print the treasured secrets of the
<
I use nothing else
for
ford,
Mass.,
are
having
a
great
va
wisest old trappers in this country.
o
are beautiful, cool and sweet, filled the children.
It’s worth dollars to you.
I know of no medicine
cation and have Camp
Satisfaction.
with songsters and bloom, calling to that could take the place of “ L. F.”
Walter Waite and Willis J.
Morton
the tired ones.
Atwood’s Medicine as a household
are their guides and Mr.
Norris
remedy.”
thinks his 4-pound trout taken on a
(Signed) Mrs. F. J. Cutler.
.What Causes the Trouble.
fly should i>e reported. Even if 2Half
the
trouble
in
life
is
caused
by
The
Big
Bottle— At Dealers— 35 cts.
pounders don’t count he is proud of
TRAPPES’ SUPPLY GO,.
Bo* W,
OAR PARK, ILL?
the fact that a man will marry a living
Trial Bottle— By Mail—FREE.
them.
picture and then kick about the cost “ L. F.’* MEDICINE CO., Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Moulton of of the frame.—--Cincinnati Enquirer.
Maine.
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Hamilton, N. Y., who struck out 14 E. Orange, N. J.; Mr. J. D. Sargent,
|have been at Bingham to enjoy this
Mr. and Mrs.
of the vi»itons, and W . W . Demelman Milwaukee, Wis,;
grand one.
Cal.;
who knocked In the winning run in Samuel S. Hinds, Pasadena,,
j Guy Chadboume is president
and
Mrs. Henry T. Brown, Mites Eliza
the second game, starred for Kineo.
: secretary; A. F. Donigan, vice presiThe weekly motor boat race of the beth A. Brown, Margaret Geraghty,
, dent and E. A. Baker;, treasurer.
Yacht Club for prizes offered by vice Miss Mary Geraghty, Gerald G. Ger
Jolly Party at West Outlet Bung
Commodore Chas. A. Conklin of At aghty, Maurice Geraghlty, Mrs. E. P. The Guides and Members tf the
A M A T E U R NIMROD G E T S T H R E E
lanta, Ga., gave much pleasure
to Brossea, Miss E. P. Brosseau, Chi
alow Campa.
Somerset County Guides’ As
cago;
Mr.
J.
W.
Hollowed!,
Cape
May,
LIONS IN D E A T H B A T T L E .
those assembled to witness the ten
sociation
Win
Prizes.
N.
J.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
B.
Hayward
mile battle.
The Hunky Dory,
be
(Special to Maine W oods.)
longing to E. H. Outerbridge of New and family, Detroit, Mich.; Mr. John
Animals VIJere Crouched, Ready to
Kineo, Mocxsehead Lake, Aug. 22
York, crossed the line first, the W. Bunn, Miss A. E. Bunn, SpringSpring and Tear Him to Pieces.
(Special! to Maine Woods.)
Two power boat races, a delightful
struggle for second place being
a field, 111.; Miss Wheelwright, J. C.
Bingham,
Me.,
Aug.
31.—The
Som
program of water sports, the annual
question of inches between the Snipe, McDermott, A. J. Lersner, Mr. and erset Guides’ Field Day, which was
Alvin H. Colter, a visitor
from
golf handicap tournament for the new
owned by Thomas Friant of Grand Mrs. W. S. Sillcocks, Mr. and Mrs. held at Bingham, Wednesday, Aug. Chicago, arrived in Georgetown, Col.,
Mt. Kineo House cups with base ball,
Henry
Rapids and Commodore Waring’s Ion- W. W. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
19, was one of the most pleasant out th ' other afternoon with three moun
picnicimg, dancing, and the set events
eta, the Snipe being awarded the Burrell, Miss J. K. Catchart, Mr. and ings that the association has ever| tain lion pelts and a number of ugly
on the long and short distance rifle
Mrs. Mills, J. W. W elch and family,,
|gashes on his body as a result of an
prize.
held.
ranges, together with a usual amount
F.
H. Dodge, Mrs. Dodge, Mrs. Thom
encounter with the big cats
near
A record entry list contended in
The day was ideal and everything
of horseback riding have made up
Chihuahua on the other side of the
the weekly medal play golf handicap. as Sinneckson, Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
At
the events of the summer’s
busiest
Storm, went along like clock work.
Continental Divide, west of here.
Among the fifty odd, Mrs. Myra D. Evans, Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
7.30 a. m. was the 100 yard Free for
weekAustin
E.
Storm,
Langden
K.
Storm,
Colter also had a narrow
escape
Paterson, the best woman player on
First prize was won by
The weekly shoot was made pleas- Kineo’ s links with six handicap, and; ^ r’ Bruner Livingston, Mr. and Mrs all Shoot.
from death in a storm.
ant by an enjoyable social
function,
w . Demelman of Boston
with; J*
Johnson, Miss Jane B. John- Guy Temple, Bingham,, a 23-36 Mar
The Chicago man has a dozen
lin rifle, by the Marlin Firearms Co.; bruises over his body, his arms are
Mrs. C. A. Judkins, who
presented twelve were a[1 even at the
cf S0D> Mr. Gilbert H. Johnson, Jr., Mr.
the prizes for the day . entertained ( jg holes, dividing the prize which w&4 an^ ^ rs- J* J- Manning, Mr. and Mrs 2nd prize, won by Guy Chadbourne, bandaged and swollen and he walks
Young, Chase Pond Camps, a marble hunt- with a limp.
the following participants at
thei a g0jf ban sweep-stakes.
More E. L. Young, Lawrence E.
aXe> by the Marble Mfg. > Co.;
Yacht Club alter the match: Mr. and
are Using the golf course here Mrs. S. P. Halle and son, Miss Helen;
“ I saw only one of tihe animals at
‘‘I levelled my
Mrs. J. K. Clarke, Mr. and Mrs. than ever before and Interest is keen Sanders, Mrs. A. Allyn, Mr. and Mrs.;^rt* pr*ze> won ky Ruel Bates., Bing- first,” said Colter.
Frank R. Savidge, Mr. C. P. Free- jn ^he annual match for the Mt. Montford Mills, Mr. and Mrs. Jcs. w jham> one year’s subscription to Nat- gun and turned to one side, to get a
01 ional Sportsman by the Editor
of better footing and there, not ten feet
man of Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs. Kineo House cups; the
qualifying Welch and Jos, W, .Welch, Jr
National Sportsman.
away, crouched the mate of the first.
Joi n Reilly, Jr., Mr. G. E.
Cooley, round for which was played the mid-.
York.
Mrs. Idle of the week, 32 qualifying out
Mrs. Annie Allyn, Mr. and
8 a. m., revolver and pistol shoot.
‘‘I turned my attention to the near
Chas. Martin Clark of New
York;
First prize, won by Guy Chadbourne, est lion.
He looked like an elep
of a field of over fifty.
va A
A ATATT T A W
Miss Susan Cook of Springfield. 111.
a
revolver
given
by
S.
J.
Whitney;
hant
to
me,
and you can see by the
A special steamer party enjoying JV1AIN 1 A J l i l U A L
The children have had a happy a dinner at W est Outlet Camps with
second prize won by Forest
Will- skin that he was a big fellow
week.
A masquerade party Friday a ^
the lake inciuded Mr.
iams, Caratunk,
marble
hunting
‘ ‘I waited with my gun levelled at
was a pretty affair, and a putgng and Mrs w w Waltoai, Mlss Wal_
knife* presented by Ma/rble Mfg. his head, and figured I could fright
Co.; third prize won by Elias Vaughn en him and avoid the danger of his
contest earlier in the week
gave! ^
Mrs Jas H Brooks, Miss Brook
Not for this fellow. He
many thrills of excitement.
Little F R Chandler> Jr ( Miss Hendeson, A Busy and Profitable Season, and Bingham’ a year s subscription
to rushing me.
His
Eleanor Judkins, daughter of C. A.|Mrg Harned and SOD> all PhiiudeiNational Sprotsman by the Editor, stood up there and growled.
Many to Remain Into
mate crouched too and started
to
National Sportsman.
phians.
prize, with Margaret Brooks, daugh A notable feature of the week is
growl.
8.30 a. m. Deer Shooting
Contest.
September.
ter of Mrs. Jas. H. Brooks, of Phila the smashing of the 18
“ The two were reinforced
by a
First prize won by E. A.
Baker,
hole golf
delphia, as runner up; Danny Conk course record by L. H. Striley
third lion.
Teddy Roosevelt
may
Bingham,
water
color
painting
by
H.
of
( Special to M ain e W ooda.)
lin, son of vice Commodore C.
A. Boston, the golf instructor, who made
L. Woodcock; second prize won b y jB^e £bis Hf$> hut 1 didnt feel happy
Belgrade Lakes, Aug. 24.—Many of
Conklin ct Atlanta, was high among. 6K wMcb
7
the
amateur
Earl Bean, Caratunk, pipe and case as the beasts stood before me. There
the guests here com© yearly
and
the little fellows, with Brown Stev- recor<1 for th<! course.
by F. H. Caswell; third prize won was no opportunity to get to cover. I
many friendships are formed
which
ems, son of Mrs. J. B. Stevens
of
it
by Ruel Cates,, Bingham, one year’s stood with the gun levelled and
Many horseback riders are seen on
are
lasting
from
year
to
year.
It
ha«
Montclair, runner up.
subscription to National Sportsman i was getting heavy and wobbly
the fir-lined bridle paths
around
been a very busy and profitable sea
not
A tennis mixed doubles attracted a Kineo these cool August days,
aby the Editor of National Sportsman. had the extra fear of probably
with
the
having
enough
cartridges
in
large gallery throughout the three mang them being Mrs. West
PoJ- son, and the house still filled
9.00 a. m. 200 yard shoot.
First
many who will remain into September* prize won by Forest Williams, Cara- magazine to despatch all three if
days of its progress twelve couples lockf Miss Helen Ledbert, Miss Mara partial list of recent tunk, 351 Winchester auto
loading there was a combined attack,
participating.
In the finals Mr. and; iM1 Carpenter, daughter of J. E. R. Following
S. rifle by the Winchester Repeating! “ It was a case of take a chance,
Mrs. Austin J. Feuchtwanger of Riv- Carpenter, Miss Lillian Palmer, Mr. arrivals at the Central House:
I fired at the first one.
erside, Conn., who had been picked| E q Ely, Mr. Charles Martin Clark, R. Seymour, A. P. Barker, R. , G. Arms Co.; second prize won by Ruel and I did.
as winners, were defeated by Paul bis eon and daughter, C. M. Clark, Tobey, Mr. and Mrs. Driscol, C. E. Cates, Bingham, hunting knife by the He bounced into the air toward me,
Feuchtwanger of Madison, N. J., and j r^ and Miss Katherine,
Kennith Wand, Mrs. C. E. Wand, F. C. Av J. J. Lander Co.; third prize won b y jan<i the cut on my
wrist here is
Mrs. Richard Decker of Summit, N. Outerbridge, 6on of E. H. Outerbridga ery, Harry Glemister, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bean, Caratunk, one year’s sub-j where he hit me with his paw. The
J., after some stubborn matches. Earnest Simpson, son of E. L. Simp Fellows, Boston; Reginald L. Webb, scription to National Sportsman.
yelling of those beasts was enough to
Swampscott,
Other players were Miss Esther son., Mr. Pio Crespi, of New York; Mrs. Geo. T. Webb,
9.30 trap shooting.
First prize drive a man mad.
I levelled
my
Stoneham, won by Carl Bean Caratunk*, Stev- gun at the second and fired.
The
Cott, Miss Dorothy Kinley, Mrs. Mis« Isabella Goff of So.
Orange; Mass.; Mrs. J. B. Day,
Shamberg, of Philadelphia; Miss Al-j Master Marcy Eager of Boston; Mas- Mass.; Dr. Borden and Mrs. Borden, ens trophy by Stevens Arms & Tool first lion, apparently dead, lay only
The second bullet
exander., of Montclair, Mr.
Lesley ter BrookS( ^
^ Mrß- j H> Brooks, Skowhegan\ Me’ ; SaJrmel
Dunseith, Co.; second prize won by Guy Chad- four feet away.
the
Sheafer, Clinton Sheafer,
John C. Howard Rowland, Clarence Freeman, Mrs. Dunseith, Bord en town, N. J.; bourne, Chase Pond Camps, pipe and found its mark, too—between
This was a female and she
Lee, Jr., of Pottaville, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Nathansom and Miss E. Rev. Dr. C. H. Wilson., Glen Ridge, N, case by association; third prize won!eyas.
J.; Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Sackett, Ray by Oral Bean Caratunk, hunting belt died in her tracks, but the first vicMrs. A. J. Stem, Rochester N. Y.; q Nathanson of Philadelphia.
•tirn rose once more and made a desMiss Schulte, Miss Pickhardt, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Warren S. Sillcocks Sackett, East Orange, N. J.; Prof. by Geo. L. Baker.
Conn.;
10.00 a. m., lades’ shoot.
First perate lunge at me.
He landed on
E. Pickhardt, Mr. J. L. Martin,
of and Miss Majorie Sillcocks of New L. V. Pisson, New Haven,
New York; W. W. Demelman. Bos York are at the Mt. Kineo for the Prof, and Mrs. Russell H. Chittenden, prize won by Mrs. Forest Furbush my shoulders.
A. R. Chittenden and Mrs. Chitten Bingham, a folding kodak by E. W.l “There are the gashes. His claws
ton; Howard Rowland and Clarence balance of the season.
They
have
den,. Newark, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. Moore; second prize won by M r s . stuck to my shoulders and I couldn’t
P. Freeman of Philadelphia.
been joined by Mr. and Mrs. G. D.
I managed to keep standOne of the largest putting contests Potter, Miss Kathryn Potter, and Les D. H. Clark, Miss Emma L. Boyer, Forest Williams,, Caratunk,’ kodak by get away.
New Haven. Conn.; Mr. and
M rs.V R Hussey Co.; third prize won i"g, and that is probably all that
ever held on the hotel lawn was won ter Potter, also of New York.
Steward, Chase saved me.
The big beast’s
head
by A. J. Feuchtwanger among the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B.
Waring Joseph Burger, Miss Florence Burger, by Miss Pauline
New
Rochelle,
N.
Y.,
F.
G.
Smith,,
p
ond
Camps,
one
year’s
subscription
dropped
a
moment
later,
and
I
felt
men contestants and Mrs. Decker a- are entertaining Mrs. I. B. Brennan
safe for the first time.
mong the women.
The attempts to at Camp Newphawin, Kineo Point, Austin, Texas; Geo. H. Bowman, Mu* to National sportsman.
Dorothy Bowman, Newark, N. J.; Rey
“ I had forgotten the third. This
At 10.30 a. m., Mr. W. G. Hill of
overcome the obstacles placed around; The Warings had as guests during
was
the smallest lion of the three,,
the course furnished much merriment the week on board the yacht Ioneta,!and MrS; E‘ A ’ Whlte’ Miss Const'|the Remington U. M. C. Co., gave a
for the forty players as well as for Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cook, Miss Susan; ance ^ klte’ ‘VIl*‘ E‘ R ‘ Fielding’ GIea; very interesting exhibition of fancy aQd when I looked around after getthe large crowed of onlookers.
Cook,
Mr. James
E(Bth Re^dmg,
shooting
with rifle* shotgun and pis-jting rid of the big ‘pest,’ I saw him
v^vun, Jr.,
o x ., ivjLi.
o ex um .tr o Cook,
, Mr.
lu i . John!
d U
I1LLLI Ridf f ’^ '
^
w
„
, » . J H. McGraw, Chas. Howard, Mr. and1+ri1
romping off.
I started in pursuit,
balli™ . Bunn, who was a personal friend; _T
tol.
In two fine games of base
Mrs. Tegethoff, Howard A. Teget1.00
p.
m.,
fly
casting.
First
prize
yelling
like
an
Indian,
and saw him
from;°i:
Lincoln.
His
reminiscences
of
ti
(
Kineo and a visiting team
hoff,, Mrs. H. Berry, New YTork City; won by Leslie Chadbourne, Bmbden,] climb a tree.
I shot him. He fell
Guilford broke even, Kineo losing the martyred president in personal anec! Mr. and Mrs. Frances Healy,,
Mr. a fly rod by F. L. Gipson;
second out and I sent another bullet into
fir&t 4 to 1 and winning the second, dotes make him largely sought as a
Iand Mrs. Cook, Providence, R. J.
prize
won
by
Guy
Chadbourne,
Chase him.
4 to 3. Nearly 300 people witnessed story-teller.
“ I am going back to Illinois on the
Pond Camps, pipe and case by Eu
the opening game on the new dia-;
more jolly times are had among; Maine Camp Owners and
Hotel
first train I oan get.
I have had
gene
Collins.
mand, which is one of the most pic- t, e lake shore,, than among the Proprietors Who Want to
Reach
all I want on this trip.”
1.30
p.
m.,,
canoe
race.
First
prize
turesque ball grounds in the world. Pe°Ple sojourning at the West Outlet People Who Actually Come to Maine
This was a record crowd, and
the IBungalow Camps.
Among
those for their Summer Vacations Cannot won by Ge0- c - Jones, Mosquito and| Colter’s largest pelt measures seven
glen under the shadow of Mt. Kineo,i registered there are the
following: Do Better Than Advertise In Maine Carl Bean, Caratuink, Keimebec oan- feet, and 11 inches from tip to tip.
oe presented by Fred W.
Preble,
with its natural grandstands,
added -^r - W. W. Brachit, Mr. A. B. Fosit- Woods.
Moore’s restaurant, F. E. Temple and
plea^ure to those gathered to
s e e jer’ Mrs. George Rae, Jr., Miss Ann
Kennebec Boat & Canoe Co.; second I
the struggles.
Kineo plays
Camp Bae, Mr. Charles W. Edmonds, Mr.
prize won by Oral Bean, Ganatunk,!
Wildwood next.
Belford West of and Mrs. Forrest Magee of Pbila.;
and C. Johnson, Lake Moxie,
gold
Mr. and Mrs. Ruesell Magna,
Hol
-, - 1 * V
<
seal hunting shoes by A. F. Donigan.
yoke; Air. and Mrs. Harold
Wood.
2.00 p. m., ball game. Kingfiekl vs
Springfield; Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Wil
MAPS OF MAINE
T ry a 5 0 -ce n t new size bottle of
Bingham, score Bingham 11, Kingfie H “ 3 -in
liams, Taunton; Mr. J. L. Williams,i
-O n e” and in su re your gun
again st w ear and tear and repair
RESORTS AN D ROADS Jr., and family, Morristown, N. J.;
0.
exp en se.
‘ ’ 3 -in -O n e” has the m ost won*
4.00 p. m., marathon race.
First;
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries Henry D. Binning, Springfield; Mr. i g f
.
_
. _
,
. | derful lubricating, clean ing, polishfor maps of the fishimr regions of the and Mrs. Fred A. Arnold, Brookline;
prize w o n by Lari B ea n , Caratunk,.! ¡ng, rust - preventing, g u n -s a v in g
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Ward, Miss
rain coat by M ark Savage & Co., j Q E very action part w orks easier.
ing maps:
second prize won by Carl
Bean su rer truer, if oiled with “ 3-inFranklin County
$ .50 E. O. Ward, Mrs. George McQuesi One. Saves w ear on delicate parts.
.50 ton, Miss McQueston, Brookline; Mr.
Somerset County
*
Caratunk, hunting knife by associa ‘ ‘ 3-in-O ne” is a penetrating, non
drying oil. W o n ’ t gum , harden,
,50
Oxford County
tion,
or collect dust no m atter how long
.50 and Mrs. Edward Bradley, Miss MarPiscataquis County
stands. R em oves residue of
5.00 p. m., bicycle race.
First gun
.50 garet Bradley, Holbrook Bradley, DonAroostook County
burnt pow der ‘ ‘ clean as a w h istle.”
Opposite
State
House,
Boston,
Mass.
All
big
factories use it. Con
Washington Couni y
prize A v o n by Walter Spaulding, So tains nogun
50 j aid Bradley, New Haven; Mr.
and
acid.
1.00
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Offers
room
with
hot
and
lon, pair Urban shoes by Preble &
Mrs. Palmer York, Boston; Charles
Geological map of Maine
cold water for $1.00 per day
Robinson; second prize by
James
.35 G. Davis, Plainfield, N. J.; Mr. and
R. R. map of Maine
and up, which includes free
.35 Mrs. W. T. Crane, Newark,
Androscoggin County
Morris, Caratunk* cash $1. by Hen
N. J.;
use of public shower baths.
.35 Judge Ott, Camden, N. J.
Cumberland County
ry Sands.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
.50
Hancock County
Buy the econom ical 5 0 -c e n t
8.00 p. m., grand ball at Kennebec size—just 8 tim es as large as 1 0Arrivals at the Mt. Kineo include
.35
Kennebec County
cent
size—2 % tim es as large as
Rooms
with
private
bathe
.35 Mrs. A. L. Brew-ster, Miss A. Brew-|
hall; music by Baker orchestra.
Knox County
2 5 -c e n t size!
for $1.50 per day and up;
.35 ster., Miss J. L. Brace, Rochester. |
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
This finished one of the
most FRFF W rite for sam ple
suites of two rooms and bath
.50
Penobscot County
r iv t ‘ i:' bottle and “ 3 -in pleasant outings ever held in Bing One” Dictionary. Library
for $4.09 per day and up.
,3t> N. Y.; Mrs. R. F. Harned, Merchant-!
Waldo County
Slip
free with each bottle.
.35 ville, N. J.; Mr. and
Mrs. C. L.j
York County
ABSO LU TELY FIREPROOF ham and the association wishes to
thank all those who so kindly donated
S.i
Strictly a Temp«ranee Hotel
J . W B R A C K E T T CO., Marsh, Sandusky, O.; Mrs. J.
Send for Booklet
Merrill, Miss Mildred S.
Merrill.!
toward this and all other outings and “3-IN-ONE” OIL CO.
Ph illips
M a in e . Rochelle, N. J.; Mr. H. L. Van Doven STOKER F. ORBITS C * r. Vena*rr that all who so kindly gave could 124 New St., New York City

SUMMER’S BUSY
WEEK AT KINEO

ANNUAL FIELD DAY
A GRAND SUCCESS

GUESTS HERE

l uua

1 » ii Insurance

Fan 50 4

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

JIN ONE

MAINE

8

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MA J N E , S E P T E M B E R 3, 1914.

LIVERMORE FALLS
BASE BALL CLUB

“ Race Day” and water carnival will days.
Clinton Vining has been home from
be held on the lake.
All these var
ious activities will he open to
the Temple for a few days.
members of the Weld Boat Club only.
Rev. J. H. Vic best and
family
Any person over fourteen years
of will leave for their home in Provi
age can become a member by paying dence, R. 1-, next Th/ursday.
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
Play Good Ball, Losing Only Six
Rev. Frank Billimgton and family,
one dollar to Henry G. Swett before
Games Out of 25— Rifle Club
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake October 1, 1914.
This one dollar who have been at their camp on the
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
leave
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo will go as the dues for the ensuing west shore of the lake will
to Attend Stale Sboot.
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Any person wishing to be for their home in Abbimgton, Mass.,
Lake Parlin and tne 12 out ponds in the year.
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly come a member after October 1, 1914 next Saturday.
fishing the' whole season The house and
( S p e c i a l t o Maine W o o d s . )
camps are new and have all modern conven will be required to pay in
addition
Jotharn. Merchant was in East W il
Livermore Falls, August 31, 1914.—
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
to the one dollar yearly dues,
one ton a few days recently.
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
The Livermore Falls Base Ball Club
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
dollar as the initiation fee.
Join
Miss Edna Rowe of East Wilton is has a very strong team. They have
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
now and save money.
Already fifty in town, calling on her friends.
played this season 25 games winning
Jackman, Maine
H. P. Me KENNEY, Proprietor,
Write for ¡booklet.
members have been enrolled and the
John Vining went to Freeman Sun 19 and have lost only six
games,
membership blanks at Trask’s
Ice day for a few' days.
The G arry P on d G am ps
playing with all of the best clubs in
Rev. J. B. Coy returned to
¡his the state outside of the New Eng
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout cream Parlor and Houghton’s store
are rapidly being filled up. The sail home in Harrison to-day.
fishing and good accommodations.
land League.
RANGELEY, MAINE
boat activities of the club are going
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Hardy of
Send for Booklet.
The Rifle Club lias not been shoot
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
to be built up around a one design; Hilton were guests over Sunday of ing very much this summer. They
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. class of racing skiffs, three of which j ^
latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. will try to attend the state shoot,
have been built and raced this sum George Collins.
which is held in Auburn this sea
F I S H I N G
V
OTTER POND CAMPS
mer.
Mr. Phillips IT. Ryder o f New
AT
The many friends of David Rob son.
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
Bedford, Mass., was the designer and ertson were glad to see him among
and hunting. Send for circular.
S. S. Locklin.
John S a r v il le ’s C a m p s ing
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
builder of this class and any person them for a few days.
He came
Caratunk, Me.
at S p rin g L ake
wishing information in regard to from the hospital in Lewiston Sat
ZjSaimon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
Proper Braking.
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
these fine Ittle boats will receive it urday and returned to-day. Mr. RobSpring Lake, well, furnished, excellent beds,
Use the brakes with judicious care,
by writing to the designer.
Already
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
j ertsenhas been there a little
over and motor tire mileage and gefieral
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
orders for three of these boats have a year and this is Ills first
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
visit service will be greatly increased. This
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent Jake
been placed insuring a racing fleet ! home.
advice, says the Diamond Rubber comtrout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
of six boats for next year. An ama
_ 7,„
m
—
r,
A uanv. is well worth careful consideraBuckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
1 Mr.and Mrs. T. A. Wyman
and p£lu- ’
summer resort. Telephone communications with
teur builder can build one of these
x,il‘
TT"* tion. and, while not so important as
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
racing skiffs for about $23.
Built |daughter Idella
a ft at Dixvale visit.
ample tire inf}ation, perhaps is given
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
Fifty Members Already Enrolled— by a competent
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
professional
the ing Mr' Wyman s parents.
; less heed by most drivers. Each apprice will be twice that sum.” Follow- Owing to the bad weather Satur- plication of the brakes causes some
Water Carnival and Other
JIM POND G A M P S
ing Mr. Fales’ excellent address the ¿ay night but very few attended the strain on the tires as well a® ^
e
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Sports Will be Enjoyed.
. „ .¡n - dnru,p nroermi was
rend- reception given
at John N eil’s, Cen- transmitting I <ir ■
following dance program was rena
. ¡T h is strain, if constantly recurring,
.Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
nrafl.
1tre Hill for Mr. and Mrs.
Marquis
”, a
»a
erect.
will, of course, result in the more rapid
-road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
(Speciall to Maine Woods.)
¡Waltz.
Maxixe Neil, but we understand the young wear of tlie tires. The best drivers
for booklet.
Weld, August 31.—Miss
Medora Two step,
Portland Fancy c°uPle have received many
useful use the brakes very little, and their
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Eustis, Me. j Haskell of Portland is the guest of j Schottische,
Waltz and beautiful presents.
j tire service is greater because of it.
Jim Pond Camps,
the Andrew' Marshs at their
camp ¡ Lady of the Lake, Tango Argentine
Rev. Sarah A. Robinson returned In ordinary road running— save in
short ' X f i p o i T t o u s u a l l y
for tw'o weeks.
One Step,. '
One Step j home last Thursday from a short]
W E S T
m o
Leon Timberlake of Portland was
Everyone-- seemed to have a most vacation.
asked of the brakes. It is surprising
the guest of his friend Harold Marsh enjoyable time and all were loud in
Miss Belle Adams was in Phillips how smoothly and efficiently a car can
the praise o f the Weld Boat
Club ¡one day recently.
be handled without the use of the
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.j last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Steele of and the much needed work which it
Mr and Mrg HarveyWoodward
of brakes after a little prictise.
Portland,
Maine
Portland have been in town the past has undertaken.
Birmingham, Ala., are in town.
•' __________
j
*
Trouble From Gas Leaks.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for two weeks, guests of relatives.
Miss
Madge
McKeen,
who
has
Leaks
in the gas line from carbureMaine vacationists, tourists andspprtMr. and Mrs. Harry Greenlaw and
i
been
visiting
her
grandmother
at
ter
^
cylinders
will sometimes cause
men. All farm, dairy products, pork son of Boston are guests of her par
WELD
Walter Witham’s, has returned home, trouble. To test for such leaks apply
and poultry from our own farm, enabl ents,. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Root at
, At the Union
church
Sunday oil to every joint, while the motor is
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, Lakeview Cottage for two weeks.
ug
morning Dr. Vichert of Providence, running. Watch the joints, and it the
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
At the Congregational church Wed
The W eld base-ball nine were at preached a very InterestIog and he, p. oil is sucked in. the joint will need
American plan. Send for circular.
nesday evening Rev. C. L.
Wood Wilton Saturday; score 6 to 3 in ful sermon from Romans 1: 16, and j tightening or a new’ gasket, usually the
.
.
.
latter, for excessive tightening of joints
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
worth gave a reading from
“ The favor of Weld.
AND LOG CAMPS.
Falls i s ! ReVoy spoke in the eiening. j wjjj sometimes twist the surfaces out
Medora,
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region- Lost Covenant” and Miss
Mrs. Wilkins of Livermore
------------------------------I of true so that the Joint will leak more
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
Haskell assisted in the musical pro visiting her daughter,, Mrs. William
MRb. r . r>. ttUKJNo.
MRS. F L O R E N C E W I L B U R P A S S E S ! than ever. When fitting a gasket be
gram.
A silver collection
was Palmer.
sure that it does not project on the
A W A Y IN H O S P I T A L .
DEAD RIVER REGION
taken at the door for the benefit of
Bert Reed and Mrs. Coy of Lew
inside of the manifold, not only in or
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
the Christian Endeavor under whose iston are visiting at Frank J o n e s,
der to prevent it offering friction to
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca
Misses Vesta and Lepha Phillips of the mixture, but to prevent it being
auspices these Wednesday night ser Center Hill.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
. ^
„
. „ Avon have received word of the death frayed and disintegrated, and pieces
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. vices have been held.
Miss Bessie Ll0J ie
pa ^
of their sister, Mrs. Florence Wilbur, being carried up to clog the valve.
Miss Lucy Root of Jamaica Plains, M. E. church at Phillips,
re
d !wif e o f Lyndell Wilbur o f Boston, Pieces of asbestos gasket have been
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
Mass., was the soloist at the Con Missionary from India spo c in ie which occurred last Monday night in known to get on a cylinder head,
gregational church Sunday morning. Union church Sunday, August - ‘ , a hospital where she went for an oper- where, becoming incandescent, they
OUANANICHE LODGE. f
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co., Me.
ag0- They state that have caused bad preignition knocks.
World -wide known for its famous fishing, In the evening Prof. Herman Chap Miss Crowell gave a very interesting atjon f our
vacation and hunting country.
man
of
the
Forestry
Department
of
aand
instructive
talk
on
her
w
ork.
j
the
case
was
almost
hopeless from the T H E R E W I L L BE A F A I R IN P H I L 
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good Yale University gave a talk on for In the evening she gave a stereop- first, but they entertained hopes that
LI PS.
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From1
,there one can take steamer to estry and the musical program was ticon lecture which was enjoyed by j she might recover sufficiently to ac
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt
Mrs. Herbert Sammond sang company her daughter home to New
(Continued from page one)
ing. fishing and vacation section of beautifu furnished by Miss Marguerite Fales, all.
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G. contralto soloist* Miss Caroline Fales,
York.
requested to bring a hammer and
a solo.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.
accompanist, and Mr. Clarence Arey,
Mrs. Wilbur was the daughter of the saw.
Sunday evening at the Congregat
All those who would
rather
violinist.
It is expected that Prof. ional church, Mr. H. C. Merwin gave late Mr. and Mrs. John Phillips who re- furnish material are requested
to
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write Spanhoffd of Washington,. D. C., will an address on our Dumb Friends.
j sided in Avon, living their last years confer with one of the trustees in
for free circular.
give a talk next Sunday night on the
Mrs Grace Thompson and
son on the farm on the east side of the riv- regard to the kind and amount re
GAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
causes that have led up to the w'ar Douglass have gone“ to Dixfield for j er f nd, which the daughters have kept, quired.
There will have to be cedar
VTA RUMFORD FALLS
and where they have come each sum posts,, boards, paint and nails, every
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly in Europe.
a few days.'
hsning begins about Jur.e 1. Send for circular.
mer to pass a happy vacation. Misses
On the evening of Monday, August
thing in fact used in building.
The Weld Boat Club had a dauce
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
\ esta and Lepha Phillips reside there
Upper Dam, Maine.
29, Conant’s pavilion was the scene at Conant’s pavilion Saturday night.
All those who v o u ’ d rather
give
permanently now. Besides the two
of one of the most successful social
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
Rev. Sarah. Robinson has gone to
money
are
requested
to
send
same
sisters named, the deceased has one
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New events of the season a.t which
the East Wilton for a few days.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
sister, Miss Nettie Phillips of Portland to Treasurer, A. E. Bunnell. A strict
Weld Boat Club was launched on
best trout fishing in Maine.
T.
A.
Wyman
was
in
Phillips
one
and one brother, Mr. John Phillips of account of this will be kept and a
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
what promises to be a most success day recently.
report of same will be published.
Skowhegan.
Over 200 people
ac
There wfill be a baptism next Sun
CHASE POKD CAMPS. Now is the ful voyage.
A baked b»an dinner will be fur
Mrs. Wilbur was twice married, her
time to plan your 1914 outiug. Why cepted the invitation which was ex day at 2.30 p. in. on the lake shore. first husband being a Hughes, and two nished and will be in charge of Mrs.
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods? tended to every person in Weld to
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hardy attend daughters were born to them, the old Emma Raymond.
All who will con
Camps reached same day from Boston.
est dying some years ago; the youngest tribute food are requested to com
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, attend The First Semi-Annual Con ed the Searles reunion last w-eek.
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. cert and Dance of the proposed Weld
Mr. and Mrs. Marquis Neil have Mrs. Charles Letts resides in New municate with her in regard to it.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
Boat Club.
At 8.30 a six
piece finished work for W. S. Beedy.
York. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur lived in
Now remember this is no begging
GUl GHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine
orchestra under the leadership of C.
Many from here went to Lewiston Phillips several years ago for a few affair.
The trustees decided upon
W. Arey of New Bedford,, Mass., ren to hear Roosevelt speak last week.
years where they had a fancy goods this course only after repeated urg
dered in a most pleasing
manner
Next Sunday,, Aug. 30, Rev. John store and Mrs. Wilbur did a successful ing by the people.
The
society
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled the following concert program:
Vichert
D. D. will speak at Union dressmaking business.
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
certainly needs this help and it will
Holzman church, in the morning and Rev. J.
Mrs. Wilbur will be remembered by
June, September, October and Novem March—The Whip,
help every one of us.
For the fair
ber—Write for Booklet.
Romance—Petals,
Marcel B. Coy of Harrison will speak
many
friends as a generous, kind heart- ls an lnstItutlon
at
founded
by our
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Violin Solo,
by Morattel Ruenat 7 .30 .x Subject, (The “ Polka Dots” ed woman and anything she could do futhorc
». j , *,
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
Selection—Adele,
Briquet and more like them.)
\ “ d d° W<>
Mr. Coy wfill for the comfort or happiness of a friend
was always gladly done. The affection
’ 10 ad t that
ha' ' e not aa
Mr. H. C. Fales ^ras then called sing both morning and evening
RANGELEY TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
between mother and daughter was v e r y 1mUch ambition- and patriotism as
upon to explain the Weld Boat Club
Next
Saturday
evening,
Auust
29,
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
So let s a11 come who can
the
interested Ml* Mid Mrc, i?Jmquis Neil will give deep, and Mrs. Letts who is in poor they?
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House and its purpose to
July 1 to Oct.
health, has the kindest sympathy of |and a11 help to make thls fair the
gathering.
Mr.
Fales
said
“
the
pur
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
a reception at the home of Mr. and friends in her great bereavement, as do biSgest and best.
And
remember
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
pose of the club is to draw the sum Mrs. John Neil.
the other relatives.
there are lots of ways of helping
Raugeiey, Maine.
mer people and the home folks
to
The funeral services were held Wed besides by giving ruor-ey or labor.
Weld into a closer social
relation
Aug. 31.
nesday, followed by cremation. The
W henever you can boost your home
ship through the medium of good
ashes will undoubtedly be brought to fair, don’t apeak disparagingly of it.
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
clean sport.
For the lovers of cro
There will be a dance at Conant’s Phillips as those of Mrs. W ilbur’ s If you cannot say something good of
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout. quet and tennis good courts will be
pavilion to-night.
daughter rest in Evergreen cemetery it keep still.
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large , ___ , ,
„
For remember
you
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for ! Provided; for tile lovers of
water
Alton Swett returned home to-day. and other relatives lie in the Pease
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
help make the fair just as much as
sports
weekly
races
will
be
held
on
cream and poultry products fi-om Camp Farm.
Herbert Sammond and family, who cemetery.
tlie next man and whatever you do
Send for Booklet W. H- BEAN. Proprietor, the lake with handsome prizes
for have been occupying one of Scammau
Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.;
or say will help or hurt the fair just
the winners in the season’s work. Brothers’ camps for the summer re
Home-Made Ointment.
that much.
So speak a good work
To
develop
the
social
side
of
the
turned to Brooklyn,, to-day.
I suppose you are looking for some good Deer
The following is a. recipe tor a sim for it, and help all you can by word
and Bear hunting. In 1912 I had 26 hunters at my club twice each season a concert and
Mrs. Ellen Russell, who has been ple home-made ointment, which is ex
camps. Some 60 deer were taken, also bear. In
or deed and let ua all try and get
1913,35 hunters took some 60 deer and bear. The dance such as is held here to-night at their camp for the season
left cellent for applying to cuts and
hunting grounds are handy to camp and are
out on Friday, tell lltlu of Septem
will
be
given
to
club
members
and
bruises: One teaspoonful each of olive
pleasant woods to hunt in The <jamps are handy
for Augusta last week.
ber and help fix up the park and
to the railroaii Nation, being only 15 minutes’ friends.
oil,
turpentine,
spirits
of
camphor
and
Towards
the
end
qf
the
walk.
Rev. T H. Vichert and
family
R. R. WALKER, Prop.,
season a grand tennis and
croquet from Auburn have been visiting T. coal oil. Of course, any amount d e-! partake of a good old fashioned
Mackamp, Maine
sired may be made, but the proportion FEED.’
tournament will be held, and a big A. Wyman and family for a
few must be as given here.
Otto A. Badger.

Where To Go In Maine

YORK CAM PS,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

WELD BOAT CLUB
IS LAUNCHED

J

a

HOTEL

PLEASANT ISLAND C A M P S _

MAINE

SCHOOLS TO BEGIN
SEPTEMBER 8TH
Members of

Eastern

Star

Have

Outing at Porter Pond.
(Special Correspondence.)
Strong, Sept. 2.—Clarence
Tash,
the night operator in the Farmers’

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

Congregational church, who has re
cently returned from Europe, gave a
very interesting description of
his
trip last Sunday afternoon.
N est
Sunday afternoon he will give his
Ideas of the European war, as It
seems to him. from personal observa
tions.
This will be a most inter
esting service.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vaughan
of
Norrldgewock visited his cousin, Fred
W. Look and familyj also called on
friends, a few days recently.
Frank Simpson is working for S.
B. Johnson, painting the
railroad
trestle.

Telephone office is having a week’s
vacation with relatives.
His place
is taken by Burchaxd K. Look.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Leighton
re-| Mrs. Mable Crosby remains in very
oently returned from a visit
with' poor health, her friends are sorry to
friends and relatives in Farmington know.
Falls. They took an automobile trip
Mrs. Harry Bates and Miss Vivian
to Skowhegan en route for home with Bates spent last week at the Bates
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McLeary.
cottage, Porter’s Pond.
Roland Butters of Cambridge
is! Joseph Vaughan, who will be prin
visiting his uncle, James
Worthley' cipal of the Raugeley High school,
and family.
the coming year, was in town the
Mrs. Walter Bradford returned Mon past week the guest of relatives and
day noon from a few days’ visit with friends.
relatives in Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Look,
and
Miss Carrie Walker, who has visit daughter, Mrs. John Jacobs and
ed relatives in town the past few granddaughter, Miss Thelma Jacobs
weeks, returned to Portland last Fri of New Vineyard, were recent guests
day.
of Fred W. Look and family.
J. H. Voyer of Lewiston, visited
Misses Florence Herbert of Camhis sister-in-Law,, Mrs. Fred Leathers bridgeport, Mass., and Nellie
M.
Mr. Voyer is McLeary of St. Paul, Minn., started
a few days recently.
on his way to California, where he Tuesday noon for their homes, after
will spend the winter.
spending the summer with relatives
Chester Leighton is visiting
his and friends in this and
surrounding
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William
towns.
Blanding at Farmington Falls.
The Goldsmith reunion will be held
Miss Freda Mitchell returned Mon next Saturday at the home of Mr.
day from Southport, where she has and Mrs. William Goldsmith.
worked the past summer. Miss Mit Edd Grose of Stratton was in town
chell will teach this fall in Wilton.
last Monday and while, here he pur
Schools In the village will
begin chased “ Barney Greenlander’’ of Dr.
next Tuesday, Sept. 8, with the fol C. W. Bell.
lowing teachers:
Principal, Vincet
Harry Beedy and
daughter of
Pottle, Farmington; high school as Phillips were in town on business
sistant, Miss Flint
Farmington; Monday.
grammar, Miss Ella Fullerton, Mom
Mrs. John K. Lawton has gone to
ticello; grammar assistant, Miss Har Boston to visit her mother for a few
riett Smith, Phillips;
intermediate, weeks.
Mrs. Meile Bradford; primary. Miss
Mrs. A. C. Robbins and daughters
Florence C. Luce.
Kev. T. B. Bitler, pastor of
the K w p y o u r L iv e r A c t i v e D u rin g th e
S u m m e r M o n th m -F o le y C a th a r tic T a b 
leta f o r S lu g g i s h L iv e r a n d C o n sti
p a tio n .

W.
T. Greene,
H opkinton,
N. H.,
It d oes b ea t a ll h o w q u ick ly F o le y
w rites the follow in g letter, w hich w ill C a th a rtic T a b le ts liv e n y o u r liver and
interest every one who
has
kidney o v e rco m e
c o n s tip a tio n .
Ney Oldham.
trouble. “ F or over a year, M rs. Greene W lm b e rle y , T ex a s, s a y s : “F o le y C a th a r
had been afflicted w ith a very stu b  tic T a b lets a re the b e s t la xa tive I ever
born kidney trouble. F ole y K id n ey P ills used. T h ey ta k e th e p la ce of ca lom el.”
done more to com plete her recovery W h olesom e, s t ir r in g and cleansing. No
than any medicine she has taken and I grip in g .
A c o m fo r t to stou t person s.
feel it my duty to recom m end th em .”
R. H. P r e b l e .

R . H. P r e b l e .

SAWYER
PRINTS
Displaying beauties of lo
cal scenery, Mt. Bine, Mt.
Saddleback, Phillips Vil
lage, Sandy River, etc.
A pleasing gift for all
occasions. Prices 35c to
$5.00.
AT
$

VAX'

§á

|| "
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PREBLE’S O S E
The

Store
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Evelyn and Crystal returned Monday
night from a two weeks’ visit with
her mother, Mrs. Florence Jackson
in Auburn.
A large number of Eastern Stars
went to Porter’s Pond
Wednesday
and spent the day.
A
delightful
time was enjoyed.
A full account
of the trip will be given next week.
Harrison Gammon, who lias spent
some weeks In town, visiting relat
ives, started for his home in Villard,
Minn., Monday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar McPhail and
children arrived home from an auto
mobile trip to his home in Amherst,
N. B., Sunday noon.
They were ac
companied home by his sister, Miss
McPhail.
Clarence Tash has finished work
for Walter Bradford on the ice and
trucking job.
Dr. Wing of North Anson was a
caller in town Monday.
Mrs. Daisy Farrer started for her
home in Barberton, Ohio last Friday
after visiting her mother, Mrs. Diana
Dickey and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler were
in Auburn recently, the guests of Dr.
and Mrs. Charles H. Qunningham.
Burchard K. Look has recently re
turned from a visit with his friend,
Maurice Leighton in Farmington Fal.4
and relatives in Norridgewock.
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Worthley
have recently returnec^ from Bangor
and Rockland.
Mrs. Libby Steward and children of
New Vineyard called on friends in
town Tuesday.
Clifford Worthley returned Friday
to Wolfsboro, where he is attending
school.

TEMPLE
Aug. 31.
Mrs. Olive Russell has gone to
Soutli Harpswell.
Mrs. Hattie Smith,, who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Dora Mitchell
has returned to her home in Wor
cester, Mass.
Mrs. Myra Jenkins of Farmington,
and daughter, Mrs. E. H. Whitney
and two children of Phillips called
on old friends in town last week.
Mrs Jessie Williams of Bath visit
ed her school friend Mrs.
Mabel
Manock.
Four people were baptized at the
village, Sunday by Rev. W. D. Heth
erington, uniting with the Free Bap
tist church.
Mr. and Mrs. Herley Hetherington
of Limington are visiting his father,
Rev. W. D. Hetherington; also his
daughter Miss Beatrice.
Schools began last Monday with
Mrs. French at Staples; Miss
Es
telle Staples at Intervale;
Mrs
George Backus at village and Miss
Helen York at center.
Ladies’ Night at Grange last Tues
day evening,, a drama was
given,
“ No Man in the House,” which was
well acted and much enjoyed.
A
treat cf ice cream and cake
was
served.
Nearly 100 were present.

Picking Up Tea.
The packet of tea lay on the pave
ment, apparently unnoticed by the
youth who stood near. Just as a stout
dame came along he darted for
ward, seized the packet, and, present
ing it to her, explained that she had
dropped it. A coin passed between
them.
“ I’m afraid you’ve been done, my
boy,” observed a passerby who lntfl
witnessed the performance. “That per
son never dropped the packet at all.
“I know she didn’t,” grinned the
youth. “It’s ’er as is done. Y ’ see, I
gets the packet at ’ome, tears a
small hole in the paper, empties the
tea, fills it with ashes and drops it in
the street. Wonderful ’ow it works.
Serves folks right for not being hon
est, I always ses.”

Thought on Patriotism.
It is to be feared that the patriot
ism of this day lias but little regard
for such common things as individual
economy and providence, although it
is by the practise of such virtues only
that the genuine independence of the
industrial classes is to be secured.—Samuel Smiles.
‘• Stay-at-H oine” Sufferers o f H a y F ev e r
and A sth m n -G et a B ottle o f F o le y 's
H on ey and T a r C om pound!
R estfu l sleep,
relief and
co m fo rt
from choking-, gaspin g a sth m a and
torm en tin g hay fever fo r those w h o
take F o le y 's H o n e y and Tar. It spreads
a h ealing' s o o th in g coa tin g as it g lid es
dow n a raw tic k lin g throat, and stop s
irrita tin g co u g h s and sum m er colds.
R. H. P r e b l e .

SCHOOL REUNION AT
WILL’S CROSSING

G E T RED O F HUM OR S
A N D A VOID S IC K N E S S

Humors in the blood cause inter
nal derangements that affect the
whole system, as well as pimples,
Good Attendance and Officers boils and other eruptions, and are
responsible for the readiness with
Elected for Another Year.
which many people contract disease.
For forty years H ood’s Sarsapa
(Special to Maine Woods.)
rilla Has been more successful than
Avon, Sept. 1.—A postponed meet any other medicine in expelling
ing of the W ills’ Crossing
School humors and removing their inward
Get H ood’s.
Reunion of Avon was held in Sweet’s and outward effects.
No other medicine acts like it.
grove on Monday of this week.
Although the morning was
some
what unfavorable, it had cleared by and children and N. D. Wing attended
11 o ’clock and a company of 66 had the Wing reunion last Thursday and
gathered in ample time to do justice report a very fine time.
to a fine picnic dinner. After din
ner the comipany was
called to
EAST WELD
order by the president, W. W. Greaton; the entertainment consisting of
Aug. 31.
selections on the graphophone, recita
Miss Minnie Buker went to "Rumtion by Winifred Stinchfield and re
ford last week Tuesday, returning
marks by J. A. Norton and J. E.
home Saturday.
She visited
her
Bump.
Letters were read
from
friend and schoolmate, Miss Willa
several former teachers and pupils.
Swett.
The following were elected as of
Halford Buker and Mr. and Mrs.
ficers for the ensuing year: Presi Lewis Pratt attended. the Wing re
dent, John E. Bump; vice president, union last Thursday and the dance
Henry Hamlin; secretary and treas at Madrid village in the
evening.
urer, Mrs. Mary W ill; executive com Buker and Pratt were the
battery
mittee, Mrs. C. W. Cook, Mrs. J. A. for the reunion ball team, against
Norton and Mrs. Geo. H. Hamlin; tbs Phillips team.
It was reported
entertainment committee), Mrs. W. H. a very good game. Leon Wing re
Will and Mrs. Harry Hunter. It was turned with Halford Buker and was
voted to hold the next reunion on the guest of I. H. Buker
Saturday
Wednesday or Thursday of the last and Sunday.
full week of next August.
Cony Masterman and Floyd WitThose present were:
Mr.
and ham were at home over Sunday.
Mrs. Wilbur W. Greaton of Starks;
Mr. amd Mrs. Hunt and Mrs. Hunt’s
Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Bump and father^ Mr. Richardson of
Rumford
three children of Portland; Bessie and were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ruth, children of Chas. Wilbur
of Jesse Whitney.
Portland; Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Tib
Vencie Whitney is working
for
betts and one child and Mr. and Mrs. William Cushman.
Guy Kershner and four children of
Alton Jones is working for Charles
Farmington; Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Sanborn.
Hunter and two children and Mrs.
Mrs. Jesse Whitney and
children
Anna Vining Bates of Strong; Mr. visited at Frank Jones’ one day last
and Mrs. Osten Will of
Freeflnan; week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKenney and
Frank Jones, who has been quite
one child; Mrs. L. B. Field, Mrs. ill through the summer is now able
Mary Dunham, Mr. and Mrs. Frank to do some light work.
Pillsbury and three children,
Mrs.
I. H. Buker has sold his
three
Edd Stinchfield and two children of years’ old colt to Mr. Dunning
of
Phillips.
From Avon and the im Cambridge, Mass.
The colt is to be
mediate neighborhood were Mr. and shipped to Cambridge this fall.
Mrs. S. H. Beal and four children,
Thermal Conant is working for I.
Mrs. Cordelia Wilbur, Daisy B. Wil H. Buker.
bur, Alfred Wilbur, Clarence Wilbur,
The district schools began Monday,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Wilbur,, Altie W il the 31.
bur, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Hamlin,
Miss Jenpie Sanborn,
who has
Mary Sprague, Henry Hamlin, Mr. been working at The Maples, is now
and Mrs. W. H. Will, Mr. and JMrs. teaching.
G. M. D Will, Mr and Mrs. J. A. Nor
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Timothy
Sweet,
T IM E FO R DIGGING P O T A T O E S
D. W. Sweet, Mrs. C. W. Cook. Percy
A. Cook.
Crop Is Important One and Farmer
Should Not Be Compelled to Buy
Them for Table Use.

EAST MADRID
Aug. 31.
Mrs. Frank Atwocd of Phillips waSj
a guest of Mrs. F. H. Thorpe, onej
day last week.
Lumn Hamblett of
Somersworth
N. H., was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Welts last week.
Reno Atwood and Miss Dallas Vot-|
er of Phillips were guests of Miss
Theresa Jordan.
Mrs. Wallace Virgin of
Phillips
was a guest of her sister,
Mrs.
Solon Meeham the first
of
the
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Jones cf
Newark, N. J., are spending a week
at F. H. Thorpe’s.
Mrs. Alonzo Corson is the guest of
her mother this week, Mrs. Charlie
Stevens of Phillips.
Albert Coffren is working oin the
Number Six branch for a short
time, and boarding at Norman Cal li
en’s.
Mr. anil Mrs. Bart Dow of Bamjum entertained several cf their rel
atives from Biddeford last week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Thorpe, and
G. L. Savage were in
Farmington
last Tuesday, the guests of
Mrs.
Arthur A. Savage.
Walter Getdhell was in Madrid a
few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
McLaughlin
ONLY

A MASK

Where potatoes are very dirty
when taken from the field, some
growers wash all the soil off them.
Others maintain that it ruins their
flavor and palatability. They are cer
tainly far cleaner and more desirable
to handle when the hose has been
turned on them, and the clinging,
hardened dirt washed off.
If the ground is fairly dry when
they are dug, and if they are allowed
to take the air and the wind for a
while, they will usually be clean
enough to do without wrashing. There
is every reason for digging them dur
ing such weather conditions.
Potato digging should be made a
sort of an odd job, one that can be
done at any time when there is noth
ing mere pressing to do. The potato
crop should be an important one, and
any farmer who is forced to buy po
tatoes for table use should look upon
himself as temporarily disgraced.
Enough potatoes are spoiled every
year by careless digging to feed a
city cf the second class for twelve
months. Only in communities where
the potato is the main and staple crop
is there any real care shown in dig
ging and handling this very important
food crop.
Unnecessary Loss.
Coops and egg cases are expensive.
Unless sold with the contents, keep a
check on them and see to it that they
are returned to you promptly. The
value of lost coops each season will
aggregate a fortune.
Profitable Farming.
Dairy farming is one of the most
approved and profitable methods of
live stock farming.

Many are not beini? benefited by the summer
vacation as they should be. Now, not withstand
ins? much outdoor life, they are little if any
stronger than they were. The tan on their faces
D o n ’ t endure the needless pain and
is darker and makes them look healthier, but it is torm en t o f rheum atism , a g g ra v a te d as
only a mask, They are still nervous, easily tired, it is b y the hot w eather. W . T. H u tch 
upset by trifles, arid they do not eat or sleep well. ens, N ich olson. Ga.. s a y s :- “ I suffered
What they need is what tones the nerves, per the aches and pains o f rheum atism ,
fects digestion. creates appetite, and makes sw
o lle n feet, irreg u la r p a in fu l bladder
s'eep refreshing:, and that is Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Pupils and teachers g-enerally will find the chief action , but F o le y K id n e y P ills fixed me
up
q u ic k ly .” F o le y ’ s are the best.
purpose of the vacation best subserved by this
R. H. P r e b l e ,
ereat medicine which, as we know, “ builds up
the whole system.”

MAI N E
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WEST NEW VINEYARD
Aug. 31.
shock
Otis Gould Lad a slight
All hope for a
Monday morning.
£j>eedy recovery.
The school in the Hardy district
began August 31, with Mrs. Arthur
Smith as teacher until Miss Ruth
Turner is able to take her place.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Preston and two
children were callers at O. C. Re
cords’ Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Norton
spent
Sunday with Shirley Ramsdell.
I. P. Savage was a caller at John
Savage’s on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts _cali
ed on Mrs. Roberts’ father one day
last week.
for
Joseph Hodsdon is working
Arthur Merrill.

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,
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DISTRICT NO* 2

THE WING
REUNION
Over 400 In Attendance to Dine
on Beans Baked in the
Ground.

Sept. 1.
Mrs. L. B. Field
attended the
Wills Crossing school reunion Mon
day and son Arlon in their
Buick
car.
They report a most enjoyable
time.
Otto Haley went to Rangeley Fri
day in company with his cousins,
Dean Nile, Merton Hoar and George
Pillsbury, who were in this district
Thursday to attend the Wing
re
union.
They made the trip in Mr.
Nile’s auto.
Mrs. Etta Phillips and Miss An
nie DLngley of Wilton were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
McKenney
from Thursday until Monday. Miss
Myrtice McKenney returned
home
with them for a week’s visit.
W e were pleased to meet so many
old friends at the Wing reunion this
year.
Among them. Mrs. John Gaquin, nee Orrie Wing and two sons
of Haverhill, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Kendall Whittemore o f Farmington
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Conant of
Strong, besides many others we
haven’t time to mention.

At the Bazaar.
A funny incident happened at a re
cent bazaar. The minister invited all
the people of the parish to contribute
something for a mammoth “ lucky
bag,” and a most varied collection o f
goods was gathered. On the second
evening of the fete a respectable citi
zen, imbued with the spirit of doing
good in the church, paid the entrance
fee and drew a prize from the bag.
A crowd collected about him all
anxious to see what he had drawn, and
his surprise may be imagined when he
got a note with the following inscrip
tion:
“ Good for one grave, dug any time
during the ensuing year.”

NOTICE
If you break or lose your glasses
kindly notify me and I will refer to my
records and furnish duplicates without
delay.

FR AN K F. G R A V E S ,
Registered Optometrist
N E W SH ARON,

-

M A IN E .

No. Franklin

The annual reunion of the
Wing
family was held at their
pavilliou
Thursday, August 27.
It
was
glorious day and everything in nature
looked fresh and nearly 400 were in
Phillips, Maine.
attendance during the day.
The
“ Fatigue’' of Metals.
forenoon was spent in shaking hands
Monuments, Headstones,
Recent Experiments confirm the
and social greeting as usual.
earlier observations, following the dis
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
At noon a basket picnic
dinner
coveries of Hertz, on the fatigue in
and
was served.
The association fur
duced in metals by the continued ac
nishing coffee and beans (baked
in
Cemetery
Work
of all Kinds
tion of the ultra-violet rays of light.
the ground by Ira Wing and Frank
This fatigue affects the capacity of
Harnden) which were pronounced de
metals for photo-electric effects. The
observations of Stanley Allen of the
licious by all.
After dinner order
fatigue of zinc indicate that the appli
was called by the president,
Bion
PHILLIPS,
ME.
TORY HILL, PHILLIPS
cation of the longer light-waves brings
Wing and the following program car
All orders by mail or in person
about a certain amount of recovery of
ried out:
Singing, America, by all,
photo-electric activity. These results, promptly attended to.
Sept. 1.
with Mrs. Everdene Hinkley at the
although primarily of technical inter
tMr. and Mrs. C. N. Plaisted and
organ; prayer, Deacon Morrill Wing;
est only, possess considerable practi
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Plaisted at
Harry F. Beedy
Maud E. »Beedy
cal importance.—Popular Electricity.
report of secretary, report of treas
H A R R Y F. B E E D Y & CO.,
tended the Wing reunion last Thurs
Fire Insusance Agency,
urer; report of historian; resolutions
Agency for:
day.
on the death of Waldron K. Staples.
The Aetna o f Hartford,
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Moore
of
The Home,
DALLAS
The following officers were
then
Benedictional
Kiss.
The Niagara.
South Strong, visited his
brother
New
York Underwriter’s Agency
elected for 1 9 :
President.
Bion
It is the custom in many sections of
o f New York.
and family, Emery Moore recently.
the United States for the clergyman
Office at Residence.
Wing; vice president, Morrill Wing;
Sept. 1.
MAIN ST..
PHILLIPS. ME.
* Alden Moores, wife and son Gerald secretary, Mrs. Rose Harnden; treas
who
performs
the
ceremony
to
kiss
Mrs. T. E. Willett and daughters
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. urer, Frank Harnden; historian, Bion
returned to their home in Auburn the bride. The kiss from the clergy
man is a relic of the benedictional
William Moores, Sunday.
Mr. Willett accompanied pax, which was a charm calculated to
Wing; song, Mrs. Everdene Hinkley; last week.
Howard Gates visited his parents recitation, Abbie Mae Calden; song, them.
bring all marriages to a happy end
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates, a
few Opal Webber; reading, Sarah Wells;
Mrs. Jennie Steward and daughter ing.
Headquarters for every
days last week.
recitation, Lucille Webber;
song, Della have gone to
Strong where
Fred Chick Of West Freeman has Violet Hinkley; dialogue, Mr. and
thing
in the hardware line.
they are employed as waitresses in
N O TICE.
moved his family to the home of his Mrs. €. E. Berry; song, Clifford
Lumbermen's Supplies,
the hotel.
brother, Freeman Chick on the Hill Wing; recitation, Violet
Hinkley;
I
have
tills
day
given
my
son,
AIMfs.
Matilda
Ross
attended
the
Blacksmiths' Supplies,
for the winter.
song, Evelyn Keene; declamation,. Ira
roy
S.
Trask,
his
time
during
his
mi
Bubier
reunion
at
Phillips
Saturday.
Doors,
Windows,
Stoves, Tinware,
Miss Grace Stanley returned
to Wing, who responded to ail encore;
Those on the sick list remain about nority, and will claim no wages, nor Plumbing Goods,
Sporting
Goods,
her home in Boston last Friday.
song, Kendall Whittemore; reading,
the same.
Some are gaining slow pay any bills contracted after tills Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
T. B. Hunter is in very poor Mrs. Maude Lufkin; song,
Abbie
date.
Now is the time to do spring Painting,
health.
He and Miss Carrie are Calden; Nellie Lawrence and Nancy ly.
Repairing, etc.
Samuel Trask.
Thomas Sears,, who lias been em
spending the summer on their farm Doyen; recitation, Nellie Lawrence;
Avon, August 21» 1914.
We buy for the lowest
on the hill.
singing, God Be With You ‘Till We ployed by S. A. Getchell was called
to
his
home
in
New
Brunswick
last
The much needed rain
Saturday Meet Again, congregation.
Spot
Cash prices, and give
P R O B A T E N O TICES .
has done much toward starting the
There was a booth very
prettily week by the death of his wife.
Arthur Kennedy is driving
team At a Probate Court held at Farmington, in and our customers the benefit of
fall feed, -also growing crops. Weils decorated with golden glow,, asters,
for the County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday same.
for
S.
A.
Getchell.
that were low, are full of water and and wild flowers, where Ira Harnden
of August, in the year of our Lord one thous
everything looks beautiful.
Stella Getchell spent the week end and nine hundred and fourteen,
and Miss Hulda Wing sold ice cream,
Thefollowing mattershaving been presented for
Wedding bells are . ringing right candy and nuts.
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
The proceeds to with Mildred Humtoon in Rangeley. the
hereby ORDERED:
merrily in this vicinity. Old friends help defray the expenses of the as Miss Huntoon returned to
Dallas That notice thereof be given to all persons in
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
extend hearty congratulations to both sociation.
with her-Sunday.
published three weeks successively in the Maine
old and young newly weds.
Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in said
A very exciting game of base ball
Owen Johnson has returned to his County,
they may appear at a Probate Court
Mr. and Mens. F. H. Tozier were was played between the Wing re home here ajter a short visit with to be heldthat
at said Farmington, on the third Tues
day
of
September.
A. D. 1914. at ten o’clock in
in Strong one day recently.
union team and the Phillips
team, an aunt in Rangeley.
the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
tee
cause,
Floyd Smith of Strong visited his resulting as we understand it, in a
Hiram Ellis and son of
Portland I Margaret Kempton. late of Phillips, deceased. 1
mother, Mrs. Wm. Hood Sunday.
tie of 3 to 3.
called
in
town
on
his
way
to
Ran I will and petition for probate thereof, presented
Grain has lodged very badly this
j by Wesley J. Kempton. the executor named
therein.
geley Monday.
season.
Berries of all kinds have
I J. Dexter Huntoon, late of Rangeley, deceasMrs.
Marshall
Flagg
was
at
Minot
J ed; petition for administration, presented by !
been very plentiful this summer.
Frank D. Huntoon.
I David B. Abbott, late of Rangeley, deceased,
Miss Edna Gates returned Sunday B E T T E R P R IC E FO R P R O D U C E Flagg's Last week.
1
petition for administration, presented by'Betsv
Mearle Johnson was taken sick Tibbetts.
from a week end visit with Mr. and
ALSO
Lillian V. Brooks, late of Kingfield, deceased, i
last
week.
He
went
to
Rangeley,
Mrs. Bert Lander on Freeman Ridge. Great Many Farmers Make Mistake of
petition for the sale of real estate, presented by 1
Furniture
of A l l Kinds
Allowing Fruit and Vegetables to
where liis aunt, Mrs. Annie Tibbetts Orrin L. Brooks, administrator.
Bezar B. Harvey, late of Strong, deceased; |
Become Too Ripe.
is caring for him.
first account of administration, presented bv
Getting Rid of Toil.
D. Stubbs, executor.
Fred Morrill is building a house Philip
We all know something of laborNellie M. Dudley, late of Eustis. deceased: !
Many farmers allow dollars of pos
first
account
of administration, presented by !
on
the
flat
near
Dead
River
bridge.
saving machinery in a vague way, but sible profits to slip through their
Joseph C. Holman administrator.
we are not likely to have any idea of hands by neglecting to properly pre
The telephone crew is at work Gustavus Hunter, late of Strong, deceased;
final account of administration, presented bv LePhillips,
Maine
the ceaseless, scientific, wide-reaching pare their produce for market. Fruit on the line near here.
land E. Peary, administrator.
imprqvement that goes on in these de and vegetables for a nearby market
Julia A. Warren, late of Phillips, deceased: i
will and petition for probate thereof, pre
vices. Magnet cranes that will pick need not be picked until almost ripe,
STRONG
MAINE.
sented by J. Blaine Morrison, the executor
up and carry five tons of loose scrap but for a long distance shipment they NOTHING IS R E A L L Y S U D D E N named therein.
Joseph N. Parker, late of Kingfield: will and
iron; one-man coal-handling bridges must be harvested earlier. A great
petition for probate thereof, presented by Au- >
that will unload 500 tens of coal in an many growers make the mistake of al State of Nerves and Relative Force of gust
a G. Parker the executrix named therein.
hour so that you can see the ship rise lowing their fruit and vegetables to
Impact Upon the Senses Is the
J. H. THOMPSON, Judge of Said Court, i
Attest: Sumner P. Mills, Register.
in the water; lathes in which ten become too ripe before gathering and
Explanation.
A true copy.
Wholesale and Retail
tools cut into two pieces of steel at as a result the products that look so
Leave your orders early for next
one time and one man runs two such attractive when starting reach their
The mind is often said to be illumi
winter’ s supply. For prices apply to
NOTICE.
machines—these are only three of the destination in an overripe condition. nated by a sudden idea, or the will to
B E A L & M cL E A R Y ,
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
he
has
new weapons we are now using to con For this reason we must carefully con come to a sudden resolution. The sud been duly appointed Administrator of theestate of
Office at Phillips Station.
quer the world of things. What are sider the distance to market before denness is not only apparent to the on Convers L. Knapp, late o f Freeman in the
County of Franklin, deceased, and given bonds
we going to do with it? asks Collier’s harvesting our products.
looker; it is felt by the subject himself, as the law directs. All persons having demands
5000 Cords
Weekly.
the estate of said deceased are desired to
All tender fruit and vegetables in when light seems to flash into his against
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulptended for sale in a fresh condition mind, or his will to determine itself thereto are requested to make payment immediwood wanted, delivered at any station
should be carefully handled. Bruised on an instant. He may talk of inspira ately.
Needed No Fortifications.
on Sandy River & Rangelev Lakes R. R.
Harry C. Knapp
August 18, 1914.
Brave and fearless the Spartan men fruits and vegetables soon decay and tion, meaning the unrelated act of
between Farmington and Rangeley and
were; every man a soldier. While affect other specimens next to them some power otltside himself. Just as
between Strong and Salem.
Other Greek cities were building forti in the package. This destroys the ap we talk of the suddenness of lightning,
A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me.
fications to protect themselves from pearance of the products and ruins the suddenness of an earthquake. We ********> < »❖ ❖ ❖ e * » <&» »
its
value
accordingly.
outside invasion the Spartans did noth
imagine earthquakes and lightning
;Dr. Mary. S. Croswell,
Ä
The most important operation in flashes as unrelated, independent hap
ing of the sort. Their fame as war
riors kept all hostile tribes and na preparing fruits and vegetables for penings, and forget that every earth
F A R M IN G T O N , M A IN E .
tions at a distance. That they were market is the grading. Careful cul quake and every flash of lightning are
Office over National Bank.
entitled to that fame was evidenced tivation saves a great amount of grad manifestations of an immutable and
at the battle of Thermopylae when 300 ing. Uniformity is the chief require slowly working law, and could, had
Phillips,
.
Maine^
Spartans kept at bay the entire Per ment to be considered in grading prod men but knowledge enough, have been
Both ’ Phones
sian army. They might have won the uce for the market. Products should foretold from the ages.
SPECIALIST
« battle, too; but they were betrayed be packed so that they will be uni
Things are sudden only because we
from the rear, and the 300 Spartans form in appearance, quality and con do not foresee them, and their sudden
Surgery and Treatment of Ear,
fought until every one of them was dition.
ness is no inherent quality in them
Nose and Throat
There is seldom a time when nicely selves; it is lent them by our ig
dead.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
packed and honestly graded fruits and norance, The striking of a match
Office hours, 9-12.30;
1.30-4.30
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
vegetables will not bring a good price; may be as sudden as a flash of light
it is the poorly packed, poorly devel ning, and the fall of a pin as sudden
PHILLIPS, - - - - M A IN E
oped, unevenly ripened products that as a pistol shot, but in normal condi
are a drug on the market. The ex tions they do not make us “jump,” be
perienced packer has in mind the gen cause the conditions are the state of
j - blaine morrison
eral appearance of the whole package our nerves and the relative force of
rather than a few choice specimens the impact upon our senses. A camel p e e l e d s p r u c e a n d f i r
on top. The better the grading the falls suddenly under the last straw,
better the price.
but it is the previous slow piling of
Pulpwood delivered
at b™i Bi«k. ™i«7. k,,..«„i
all the oth — straws that is the cause
any
point
on
line
of
Sandy
of his broken back. Nothing is, in
DlM yl B ilio u s ; ConstiimiiMl?
Dr. K in g 's N ew L ife P ills w ill cu re reality, more sudden than anything
River and Rangeley Lakes
you, cau se a h ealth fu l How o f B ile and
rids y o u r S tom ach and B ow els o f w a ste else; it is from ourselves, from our
an d ferm enting- b ody
poison s.
They lack of comprehension and preparation Railroad.
are a T o n ic to y o u r Stom ach and Liver
and ton e the gen era l system .
First that the lightning, the earthquake and
DENTIST
dose w ill cu re y ou o f that depressed, the pistol shot borrow their sudden
H A L E Y & F IE L D
dizzy, b iliou s and con stip a ted con d ition ness.
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
iEvenings I
25c. all D ru g g ists.

Marble W orks

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
C. F. Chandler & Son,

COAL

|| E . C. Higgins, M. D.

General Practice
of Osteopathy

D. R. R O S S

Wanted

Attorney - at - Law

Dr. W . J. Carter,

Phillips,

Maine

appointment.

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAI NE, S E P T E M B E R 3, 1914.
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CLIPPING THE CLOVER BACK •IDLE TO TALK OF EQUALITY USEFUL CHOPPER FOR ROOTS
Good Farming Not to Allow Plant to 1 Writer Cites Two Typical Cases That
Produce Seed Year It is Sown
Seem to Shatter the Beauti
--Cutting Off Bloom Helps.
ful Theory.

I

When a good stand of clover has
been secured by sowing a nurse crop,
when it has passed safely through the
critical period and this crop has been
removed, if the conditions are favor
able, red clover, alsike and mammoth
are all likely to attempt to produce a
seed crop the year they are sown, says
PHIII IPS ROYS
Wallace’s Farmer. We have seen
times, when conditions were very fa
vorable, when a crop of hay would
be secured from the spring sowing,
and in one case we know of, some
years ago, both a crop of hay and a
Winning Two Games Five to Three A Most Eni ° i able Day Passed by crop of seed were produced.
This would naturally convert this
and Four t . Three.
,he Ladies at Th,i PUa,ant
biennial into an annual, and it would
_______
Farmhouse.
be interesting to know Just what hap
pened to that field the next year. Our
In a close and almost
errorless
-----------game of base ball, Phillips defeated
Although, the clouds were tlixeaten- belief is that It would act exactly as
two-year-old clover after a crop of hay
the fast Haines Landing team
at iDg aild a uttle rain fell,
Monday and a crop of seed has been secured
Rangeley, on the Lake House grounds morning u dld not dampen the ar- the year after it is sown. We do not
last Friday, Aug. 28, by the
score dor o f the ladies, who had been in- think it advisable to permit clover to
of 5 to 3.
Both teams started in to , vlted to dine wlth Mrs. SoLon Me. produce Beed the year it is sown. It
win,, and Phillips scored once in the cham at faer home in ^
Madrid( would undoubtedly weaken the stand,
as a 8talk that has produced seed has
first inning 'vhile Haines Landing and tlie entfre number were present served its purpose, and will be very
scored twice on an error,, this being wlth the eXception of foUr, Mrs. E. likely to disappear the next year.
one of the two errors which Phil- y Holt# Mrs F w Atwood, Mrs
We found out by experience that by
lips made.
Phillips scored again Fannie Records and Mrs. M. H. Dav- clipping our clover back, that is cut
in the third and fifth, making
the enport who were invi ted, the invita- ting it off high enough simply to take
score 3 to 2 up to thenlnth inning.'tion belQg glven
the ladies off the seed heads, we secure a much
better stand the next year. There
when Haines Landing caged
an-;meJ. at the home d Mrs. F. H
fore, we think it Is good farming not
otlier run and Phillips captured two. Thorpe eome weeks earlier.
to allow clover to produce seed the
making the final score 5 to 3, as:
...
. ,
. , 1 One can see the work of a thrifty year it is sown. Care should be taken
neither team was able to score
in
to do this clipping just at the right
housewife all about the Mecham Hou» tlme> and
ae, the cuMer 6ar h‘ g ï
the ninth inning.
and the culinary department is not enough so as not to injure the plant
The first baseman on the Haines the least of Mrs. Mecham’s
accom
Landing team is a former
New plishments.
England league player, and the others
The ladies were anticipating the
are equally as good.
They have lost
fine dinner which they were certain
only two games this year, once to
to have served to them and were
the Rangeley Lake House team and
i hungry even before the several miles
once to Phillips.
drive was
taken and they needed
Last Thursday, Aug. 27,. at the nothing to whet their appetites when
Wing reunion Phillips defeated a the call to dinner was heard.
team made up of the Weld battery,
It was a tempting dinner that the
three W est Rangeley players,
and
guests sat down to.
Large mealy
the other players picked from
the
,
___ / .
„ „ „ . potatoes, lamb, pork and ham done
reunion.
The score was 4 to 3 and
_ ’
to a turn, boiled corn,
beets and
was one of the most exciting games
•cucumbers, fresh from the garden,, de*
played around here this season.
licious tomato pickles, bread, honey
Phillips lost to Weld Wednesday,
i *
... i and cheese, apple and blueberry pie,
and had a game scheduled
with
~ ' *
Strong for Saturday but owing to jelly cake, whipped cream cake, oran
rain, tills
game
was
poatpon-! ges,
*es- bananas aE<i Pineapple
with
ed.
Till* would have made
four wh“ >pe<1 « « « “ •
<=“ guarantee
games, four days In succession fo r !that tl,e cookl,ls ot Mrs' MecllMn can
Phillips.
Phillips will play two games this
The guests busied themselves with
week, Thursday at Phillips, Satur- croquet* sewing, and chatting
and
day at Strong.
I Mr. Mecham furnished some
fine
----------------------------music on the graphophone.
They
also
had
their
pictures
"took.”
Couldn’t Land Him.
In the afternoon the hostess passed Root Systems of Alsike and White Clo
"I admit that the architecture of
this house is something fierce," said oranges and bananas.
ver Compared. White Clover Below.
the agent, ‘‘but just see how handy the
It was nearly 5 o’clock when die Cutting off the bloom will not injure,
place is—only a stone’s throw from
goodbyes were said and the depart but will help it. Where this clipping
the station.” ‘‘I see it is,” said Tomp
it is too long delayed, the clippings are
kins, wearily, “ but I’m such a rotten ure taken for home, all voting
shot it wouldn’t be any satisfaction another red letter day in their lives likely to make too much of a swath,
and thanking the hostess for
her and unless removed will seriously in
to me.”
terfere with the stand of clover by
i hospitality and the
pleasant day
shading it. We had this happen once
in our own experience.
been the policy of this institution for thirty
NO PAYMENT IN ADVANCE has
years. We recognize the purchaser’s rights to an
examination of the gooeis, and a test of their quality before pay ment is required. No other
school in New Kngland has faith enough in you or itself to allow this.
Our Guarantee—Full Satisfaction or No Payment.
PORTLAND. BANGOR. AUGUSTA.
SUMMER SCHOOL AT SOUTH CASCO

DINNER GUESTS AT
PLAY GOOD BALL ™ E MECHAM HOME

USE A L L E N ’S F O O T EASE,

The antiseptic powder to be shaken into the shoes.
If you want rest and comfort for tired, aching,
swollen, sweating feet, use Allen’s Foot-Ease. It
relieves corns and bunions of all pain and pre
vents blisters, sore and callous spots. Jnst the
thing for Dancing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes,
and for Breaking in New Shoes. It is the great
estcomfort discovery of the age. Try it to-day.
Sold everywhere, 25c Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olm
sted, Le Roy, N. Y.

C IT U O L A X !
C ITR O L A X !

C I T U O L A X !

I t’ s a la x a tiv e ,
o f cou rse— and the
n icest h ot w e a th e r d rin k you ever ta s t
ed. F lu sh es th o ro u g h ly , and p lea sa n t
ly, too. F. C. C ry sler, Syracuse, N. Y „
s a y s : “ H av e u sed la x a tiv es for 15 yea rs
but this C itr o la x has g o t every th in g
else b ea t a m ile .” T r y it.
G S a S fR . H. P r e b l e .

BLISS COLLEGE
ij Maine’s Greatest School of Business, LM,a"nt“n’
Offers untold advantages to those interested in securing a «;
P R A C T IC A L E D U C ATIO N leading to profitable and infiu-J
ential positions. Our Curriculum.
PUNCTUATION
BOOKKEEPING
PENMANSHIP
NATIONAL BANKING
SHORTHAND
COMMISSION
TYPEWRITING
TRANSPORTATION
REPORTING
CORPORATION ACCOUNTING
WHOLESALE ACCOUNTING
COMMERCIAL LAW
DUPLICATING
COMMERCIAL ARITHM ETIC
LETTER FILING
RAPID C A LCU LA T IO N
CIVIL SERVICE PREPARATORY
BUSINESS GRAM M AR
■ P
BRANCHES
LETTBR WRITING
A teacher’s normal ¿ra in in g course inBn&inegs and Shorthand. Only school in
Maine teaching Stenotypy

passed with her.
The ladies were Mdms. A.
S.
Beedy, Lee Savage, J. W. Carleton,
George Adams, George Dennison, Ira
Davenport, Dexter
Beedy, F. H.
Thorpe John Shepard, F. S. Haley,
: C. E. Parker, C. F. Chandler, Fred
Morton* A. D. Graffam,
Charles
’ Sweetser, C. E. Berry Proctor Smith,
|Mrs. J. W. Brackett, Mrs.
Mary
|Gleason, Mrs. Hattie Hoyt, Mrs. SaIrah Graffam* Mrs. Wallace Virgin
! and little daughter.
XV. M. H a lfa cre , Dexter, Mo., b ou g h t
F o le y K id n ey P ills for Mrs. H a lfa cre,
w ho w as d ow n on her b a ck Avith k id 
neys so sore he had to help her m ove.
He says. “ She w ou ld cry w ith pain across her k id n ey s, but a fte r she to o k
the second b o ttle o f F o le y K id n e y P ills,
she w as as w e ll and s tro n g as ev e r.”
R. H. P r e b l e .

Two children are born on the same | It’s a slow and tedious job chopping
day—born with equal power of body, roots in large quantities, and if they
mind and soul. One is carefully fed, are to be fed to animals, a great deal
well clothed and housed, taken to the of time is required. Your blacksmith
mountains in summer, surrounded will make a good root chopper by fol
by cultured men and women, and by lowing the suggestions in the picture
congenial playmates, sent through
school and college, and at the age of
twenty-two established in a law of
fice with the bestlof recommendations
and prospects.
The other child, badly fed and
housed, grows up in an atmosphere
of neglect. His body is anemic; his
mind is untrained. His father, who
never earned more than a pittance,
falls sick; so at twelve the undevel
oped, neglected boy is sent, without herewith. Take to him an old handle
encouragement or outlook, to tie of some kind and have it inserted
threads in a cotton mill. At twenty- firmly in the chopper and fastened
two he is earning nine dollars al with screws.
The edges of the chopper should be
week. At times the ambition to study
law has fitted across his mind, but very sharp and the blade should be
who would support mother and the strong enough not to bend under vig
children while he was at his books? orous chopping.
He dismisses the thought and goes
Uniform Type In Colts.
on with his work.
Breed the mares so as to secure, as
If the first boy had been similarly
reared he would be in the cotton fac far as possible, uniform type in the
tory. The start was uneven; one boy colts. This may mean the use of one
had a handicap of physique, mental stallion, or of three or four—but se
training, soul expansion and ten years cure uniformity.
of freedom to play and grow. The oth
Success of Orchardist.
er boy was damned In his cradle.—
The measure of success of an or
Boston Globe.
chardist depends upon his knowledge
of sprays and the ability to apply
Heart Needs Care.
Acute heart strain is practically Im them at the proper time and in the
possible in the young, healthy and right manner.
well-nourished adult, but quite likely
in all others. Once it occurs the heart
is incapable of extra work and fails
when called upon to do it. The doctor
argues, therefore, that one cannot be
too careful to economize in the work
The Opportunity Is Here, Backed By
laid upon this organ.
Phillips
Testimony.
According to one physician, he who
retires to bed at ten instead of twelve
Don’t take our word for it. ’
saves the heart 876,000 foot pounds a
Don’t depend on a stranger’s state
year. Lying down a half-hour lessens ment.
its labors in tke same period by 219,Read Phillips endorsement.
Read the statements of Phillips cit
000 foot pounds. If our Sundays were
spent in bed the yearly relief to our izens.
And decide for yourself.
hearts would amount to nearly one
Here is one case of it.
million foot pounds.
“ My back pained me almost const
antly for six months,” says Eben Ty
ler, retired farmer, of Pleasant Road,
Subscribe now for Maine Wood*, Phillips. “ I was lame and sore all over
$1.50 a year.
» and it was hard for me to move. The
secretions from my kidneys passed too
frequently and my health was run
down. Finally I read of a party in town
Stop Th at F irst F a ll Cough
C heck you r fa ll co u g h or co ld at who had been cured by Doan’s Kidney
o n ce — d o n ’ t w a it— it m ay lead to s e r i Pills, so I got a box at Cragin’ s Drug
ous lu n g trouble, w eak en y ou r v ita lity Store, now R. H. Preble’s Drug Store.1
and d evelop a ch ro n ic lu n g ailm ent. The results of their use both surprised
G et a b o ttle o f Dr. K in g ’s New D is
co v e ry to -d a y ; it is pure and harm less and delighted me and I am now in good
— use it fre e ly fo r that fa ll cou gh or health. The public statement I gave
cold. I f Baby or Children are sick g iv e some years ago in praise of Doan’s Kid
it to them, it w ill re liev e q u ic k ly and ney Pills still holds good.”
perm anently.
It sooth es the irrita ted
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’ t sim
throat, lu n gs and air passages. L oosen s
Ph legm , is a n tise p tic and fortifie s the ply ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's
system a g a in st colds.
It su rely p r e  Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Tyler
vents co ld germ s from g e ttin g a hold.
G uaranteed. 50c. and
$1.00 at y o u r had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buf
falo, N. Y.
D ru g g ist.

DECIDE YOURSELF

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

C. E. DYER’S
MAINE.

STRONC,

■AM

PIANO TRUTHS
<>

Mail us this coupon and you will receive our handsome J
illustrated catalog.

This is the time for

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.
Over 1,000 satisfied
customers in Franklin Countv.

When you place your order for a piano with a
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
above the wholesale price of the piano to cover his
*'SELLING E X PE N SE” and they charge you their
profit on top of that.

ERNEST L. MILLS,
F A L L TERM O P EN S SEPTEM BER 15, 1914
Address Bliss Business College, Lewiston, Me.

Any Blacksmith Can Make Device by
Following Suggestions Given in
Illustration Herewith.

THE

TO D E N Y THAT FACT PUBLICLY.

W A T K IN S M AN

Pleasant St.,

Phillips, Me.

I CHALLENGE AN YB O D Y

CH AS. W . NORTON.
C h u rc h

Street

-

-

F a rm in gto n ,

M ain e

MAINE

IS

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Mrs. George Barton, nee Lou Beal^

Mr. Columbus Hayford of Presque

M A I N E , S E P T E M B E R 3, 1914.

Over 200 people a tte n d s the re
ception recently at Springvale given
to Rev. and Mrs. J. B. Ranger
at
tlie close of his pastorate.
Many
complimentary words were given him
in. the report for the good work he
has done during his 13 years’ pastor
ate there and it is with much re
gret among the people that he leaves
for Presque Isle.
Mrs. Rufus Beede, who has been
in Stratton for several weeks with
her daughter, Mrs. Floyd Parker, re
turned home several days ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Daggett
of
Lynn,, Mass., have been visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Daggett
Mrs. Charles P. Leard of Auburn is
in town visiting her sister, Mrs. Har
ry Goodwin.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bean
are
now visiting at Mr. Bean’s home in
Bethel, after visiting Mrs.
Beam’s
brother, Dr. Fitch in Claremont, N
H.
Miss Shirley Holt has been on the
sick list a few days this wTeek.
Harry Thompson of Sabattus, a
nephew of Mrs. Fred Ross is visiting
there.
The King’s Daughters -will meet for
the first time after the summer re
cess -with Mrs. M. W. Harden Friday
of this week.
Mrs. C. Nell Parker and daughter,
Miss Alice, returned Saturday from
a several weeks’ visit in
Portland
and Massachusetts.

formerly of Phillips, has been
ap Isle was in town last week to visit
bis cousin, Mrs. Albert
Worth ley.
pointed chairman of the committee to
Mr.
Hayford
is
one
of
the
potato
reduce the cost of living, at Victor
kings of Aroostook county.
ia, B. C.
A business meeting of the Federat
Mrs. T. J. Hooper of Woodfords,
ed
church will be held at the Parish
sister of Mrs. William. Calden, was
her guest for a few days last week House next Monday evening, Sept.
and also of her nieces, Mrs.
Willis 7 at 7.30 o’clock.
If you
are a
Hardy, Mrs. M. W. Harden and Mrs. member of the Federated
church,
Birchard Whitman.
Mrs. D. F. Hod make it your business to attend this
ges has also been a guest of these first meeting after the summer sea
relatives on her return from a visit son and start the year right. There
in Skowhegan.
is important business to be attended
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Brackett
and to.
young son Trueman of Parley Vale,
Mrs. C. E. Parker returned from
Jamaica Plain, Mass., returned home Stratton Monday, where she has been
Monday of last week, from their cot for two weeks visiting
her son,
tage at Ocean Park, Me., where they Floyd E. Parker and wife.
Mrs.
have been during July and August. Parker and little son returned with
Their older sons,, Anthony and Nath her for a month’s visit with her par
an, who have been at Camp Marion- entst Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Beede.
field, Chesham, N. H., duringi the
The 1913 Club was entertained by
season, will return home Monday of Mrs. F. S. Haley last Friday.
Re
this week.
freshments were served. The next
To kill your town in short order, meeting will be held with Mrs. O. H.
buy of peddlers as much and
as Hersey the last of September.
often as possible.
“ Denounce your
Mrs. J. F. Hough visited in Watermerchants because they
make a
ville last week.
In her
absence
profit on their goods.
“ Glory in
Mrs. F. A. Lawton looked after her
the downfall of a man who has done
work at the Elmwood.
much to build up your town.
Make
Mrs. N. P. Noble, Mrs. F. W. At
your town out a bad place and stab
it every chance you get.
Refuse to wood and Mrs. N U. Hinkley were
George Dennison was in Rumford
unite in any scheme for the better dinner guests of Mrs. D. F. Field at on a business trip last week.
ment of the material interests of the the Elmwood, last Friday, the invita
H. H. Field went to Boston on the
people.
Tell your merchant
you tion being in honor of the birthday Sunday train for a day or two.
of
Mrs.
Hinkley.
get goods a great deal cheaper in
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Reed,
who
some other town and charge
him
Mrs. H. B. Smith and daughter of have been with their daughter, Mrs.
with extortion.
If a stranger comes New York, who have been guests at George A. Bean for several weeks,
to your town, tell him everything is Mingo Springs, spent the day
last returned to their home in
Byron
overdone and predict a general crash Friday with Mrs. Diana Aldrich, com Monday, where they will remain for
in the near future. Patronize out ing by automobile.
She was
ac a few wTeeks, after which they will
side newispapers to the exclusion of companied by Mrs. Edeson of Boston return to Phillips for the winter.
your own*, and then denounce yours and Mrs. B. C. J. Eastman,
who Ernest Mills took them by auto.
for not being as large and as cheap were dinner guests of Mrs. J. W.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Wheeler
of
a.s the city papers.
If you
are a Brackett. Mrs. Edeson is Supt. of
Cambridge, Mass,, are in town visit
merchant, don’t advertise in
the of the Home for Working
Girls in ing his mother, Mrs. Louisa Wheel
home paper, but compel the editor the Temporary Home for
Working er and sister, Miss Cora.
to go elsewhere for advertisements, Girls in Boston, and has been a gues
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKenzie and
and howl like a sore head because at Mingo Springs for a week or tow.
baby Frances were a, Mt. View and
he does so.”
She returned to Boston Saturday.
Rumford last week.
Mr. and Mrs. DeBeraa Ross took
an automobile trip to Rochester, N.
H., last week from Peak’s Island to
visit his sister and husband, Dr. and
Mrs. W. J. Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pease
and
children, who have been the guests
of Mrs. Pease’s parents, Mr.
and
Mrs. L. G. Voter,, returned to their
home in Newark, N. J., last Tues
day.
Hiram Ellis of Portland and Frank
Ellis of Salem, Mass., who have been
recent guests at E. S. Bubier’s, are
now on a visit to Rangeley.
Mrs. Hattie Hoyt, who has been on
a visit to Portland
recently,
also
visited Mrs. Abigail Wing in Bruns
wick, who is 92 years of age, and
is a remarkable woman for her years.
She keeps in touch with the events
of the day and can give anyone
points om the war news. Mrs. Wing
is a sister of the late Mrs. Lyman
Bunnell and Miss Lois Bailey and is
well known by old residents of Phil
O BECOME familiar with the quality of a
lips.
Regal is to know the best-valued slue.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Toofliaker
started Tuesday morning on a week’s
This finely benched shoe—with the possi
trip to Portland and other places.
bilities it offers for style, ease, service and indiv
S. S. Whitney and daughter Hilda
iduality will appeal to the fancy and reveal the
returned home Thursday of last week
from a trip to Portland and Peak’s
judgment of any discriminating person. There is
Island.
a crisp, bright, correct Regal tor every occasion—
Miss Emma McCarty of Portland is
right here at this store, now.
the guest cf Mrs. A. G. Crcnkhite.

T h e

S e d d e le y

Nemo Corsets
Nemo Corset, No. 212,
sizes 19to 30, $2.00
Nemo Corset, No. 319,
sizes 21 to 36, $3.00

Fall Goods

ARRIVING
SW E A TE R S
All sizes
All prices
N E W OUTING F L A N N E L
10 and 12 l-2c grade
BUTTERICK PATTERNS

Farm ers’

Phillips, Me.

Are You Canning?
Not only Glass Fruit Jars
and Stone Jars but all Vin
egars, Sugars and Spices
needed.

TOOTHAKER’ S
CASH STORE

“ CRISPIN’ —$4.50
Made of black and dark Russet Calf. F la t forepart; broad
shank; extension sole; low, well poised, " r i - h t and-leftheels,” typical English walking model.

D. F. HOYT,
No. 5 B>.al Block
Phillips,
Maine.

WE

SOLICIT

A G E OF T H A T
POSITORS

THE

C LA S S O F D E 

WHO

ABSOLUTE

PATRON

CONSIDER

SAFETY

SAFETY,
TEREST

GUARANTEE
AND
RATE

I N
HIGH

EST RATE CONSISTENT W ITH
SUCH S A F E T Y .

Phillip s National
A gen cy for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

-

Truck

MAINE

Western Australia's Wealth.

Western Australia produces more
gold than any American state, sends
more pearls to Europe than any other
country except Ceylon, and is said
to have the richest belt of hardwooA
timber in the world.
Conscientious Student.

“ You admit that you are not smart
ebough to tell railroad people how to
run their business!” “Without hesita
tion.’’ “ But I thought you had made
a study of railroad problems?”
“I
have. But I haven’t yet gotten far
enough along ^to thoroughly under
stand even their time tables.”
Great City's Shame.

of all kinds.
Fresh line o f
F R U I T S

At a London inquest on a sandwiclt
mar. who committed suicide in the
Thames, it was stated that clergy
men, solicitors and university men had
I been known to carry sandwich boards
in the streets of London.

from the city to-day.
Wouldn’ t you like to own a

AS1 at

Smart

BEAN’S
Delivery

Bank
PHILLIPS,

? Garden

THAT

OUR
IS T H E

■s

FIRST.

OUR C A P I T A L , S U R P L U S A N D
PROFITS

telephone

No. 2 Beal Block,

IPs A Step Up In Styles.

T

IN STOUR

C. M. HOYT

R EG A L SH O ES

Step In .

S to re

Phone 39-12

Make your purchases
Woods advertisements.

from Maine

Stilish

WDatcb?

Certainly vou would. Then why not?
If you think it's too expensive just

Come In and Price .
You will he agreeably surprised. You
will find our watches to be just as good
tl™e
89 they are trim and stylish
of build. W e will enjoy showing them
to you.

A. G. CRONKH 1TE,
P H ILLIP S,

-

.

.

M A INE

